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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview 

In recent years, the improvement of aircraft engines has depended on the properties 

of materials. Because of the extreme working environment of aviation engines, material 

properties such as wear resistance and thermal capacity are very important. Moreover, the 

requirement of making light and small engines also makes the density and strength of 

material important considerations. Among all the choices, titanium alloy has become one 

of the most widely used materials in the aerospace industry. 

Titanium alloy is a suitable material in the aerospace industry because it has all the 

required properties. First, it has very high strength-to-weight ratio. This property makes 

titanium alloy a lightweight material with high strength. Second, it has very high 

mechanical resistance, a property that can result in lengthened engine life. Furthermore, it 

has high strength at elevated temperatures, a property that enables it to stand the aircraft 

engine environment. However, titanium is classified as a difficult-to-cut material because 

of its several inherent properties. The first of these, its low thermal conductivity increases 

the temperature at the tool/ workpiece interface, which affects tool performance 

dramatically. The second, its high chemical reactivity causes problems of material 

bonding and chip evacuation, which commonly leads to severe tool failure. Finally, its 
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high strength at elevated temperatures, although it has been mentioned above as one 

advantage, requires extremely large cutting forces and power, which leads to several 

difficulties during the machining process. Thus, the machining of titanium alloy has 

become an important issue in both industial and academic field. 

Milling is considered a critical process not only because it can remove the 

unwanted part of materials efficiently, but also because it can create almost all kinds of 

contour surfaces smoothly. However, milling is a very complicated machining process. It 

is a discontinuous cutting process with varying chip load, forces and heat generation. 

Moreover, the tool geometry in milling is complex. Along the milling tool edges, the rake 

and clearance angles vary with respect to the distance from the milling tool tip. For the 

ball-end mills, the cutting velocity and chip load also vary because of the increasing 

radius along the edges. Therefore, the analysis of milling process and milling tool 

performance is always a big challenge.  

  Milling titanium alloys has drawn attention because of two main reasons. First, 

they are used for manufacturing high-end parts, not just components used in aerospace 

industry, but also medical parts, for example. Second, a broader reason for covering 

titanium milling relates to the procedures for machining effectively when the material is 

difficult to cut or the available speed is low (Zelinski , 2004). The combination of 

titanium alloys and milling process leads to two damaging factors: the high temperature 

and the high cutting pressures. A large amount of heat generated during the cutting 

process conducts to the tool instead of the chips or workpiece due to the low thermal 

conductivity of titanium alloys. The high temperature in the tool not only degrades the 

tool properties but also results in thermal stress and causes excessive damage to the tool. 
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The high cutting pressure is another major damaging factor to the tool when milling 

titanium alloys. This might be attributed to the extraordinary small chip-tool contact area 

on the rake face because small chip load is always preferred in order to lengthen the tool 

life (Ezugwu and Wang, 1997). The difficulty in milling titanium alloys makes the 

selection of cutting tool material very critical. Straight tungsten carbide (WC-Co) is 

generally suggested to be the most appropriate cutting tool material in machining 

titanium alloys (Ezugwu and Wang, 1997, Zelinski, 2004). The combination of high 

hardness tungsten carbide grains and the high toughness cobalt binder has proven its 

superiority in titanium machining process.  

Experimental approach is still the dominant method to investigate the tool 

performance in titanium milling process. Numerous studies focused on testing for 

different cutting conditions (López et al., 2000, Ginting and Nouari, 2006, Haron et al., 

2007, Geng and Xu, 2009); some works concerned the cutter geometry at the tip of the 

cutting edge (Komanduri and Reed, 1983) and limited works have been done to analyze 

the flute geometry in the milling tools (Lu et al., 2005). However, experimental 

investigations are time-consuming and costly due to the high cost of titanium alloys 

(Froes, 2007). With proper modeling methods, the tool performance in the titanium 

milling process can be analyzed in a more efficient way. Moreover, the modeling 

approach provides higher flexibility to evaluate different tool designs and cutting 

conditions without the necessity to produce the tool and test in real cutting process.  
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1.2 Research Objective 

1.2.1 Research Objective and Scope 

The objective of this study is to develop models for evaluating tool performance  in 

milling titanium alloy. The developed models require only calibration and validation 

experiments therefore it is economic and efficient. It is expected that through the 

modeling technique developed in this study, the tool performance can be analyzed under 

different cutting conditions. Moreover, the new tool designs can be evaluated by the 

models instead of the time-consuming and costly cutting tests. 

 To achieve the ultimate research goal, the study focuses on several models for 

analyzing the milling process. Each of the models has been studied to some extent by 

other researchers; however, the current study improves upon the previous works by 

integrating more realistic factors closely related to the milling process. The first model is 

for predicting cutting force, which is one of the most important factors that affect the 

whole cutting process and the tool performance. The second model is for the cutting 

temperature estimation. High cutting temperature is always concerned as a major issue in 

titanium milling process, and the lack of appropriate measurement technique in milling 

makes temperature a big unknown in this field. The third model is to estimate the 

progression of wear and use it as an indicator to predict the milling tool life. Finally, a 

stress calculation model is proposed to analyze the stress distribution along the milling 

tool flutes and for evaluating the cutter design. Each of the models is important for 

understanding the cutting process and for evaluating the tool performance in the milling 

of titanium alloys.  
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1.2.2 The Research Outlines 

This dissertation contains six Chapters. 

Chapter 1 presents the motivation and objectives of this study. The poor 

machinability of titanium alloys calls for more investigation on their machined process, 

but their high cost limits the possibility of more experimental study. A brief review 

shows the important parameters which affect tool performance and the disadvantage of 

experimental approaches. Thus, proper modeling methods replacing the experimental 

approach can improve the titanium milling technique by avoiding the expenses of costly 

materials.  

Chapter 2 is devoted to the construction of the mechanistic force model. The model 

is based on existing literature with the improvement of a novel chip thickness calculation 

method, which enables the model to predict cutting forces with arbitrary tool geometry. 

The tool geometry is extracted directly from the CAD model including the varying rake 

and clearance angle along the cutting edge. Moreover, the effect of tool wear is also 

covered in the model. The forces at the wear land are added to the forces of the sharp tool 

and the cyclic forces during milling process are modeled. The most important of all, the 

calculated cutting forces in this chapter are the basis for all the models in the following 

chapters. 

Chapter 3 focuses on the temperature modeling technique for milling process. The 

cyclic forces result in varying heat generation during the cutting process. At the same 

time, the changing chip thickness and tool-chip contact length lead to the varying area of 

heat flows into the tool. In this study, the heat flows in both the space and time domains 
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are discretized piecewise to consider the varying cutting parameters during milling 

process. The effects of coolant and tool wear are both considered in the model. Finally, a 

tool-foil thermocouple technique has been designed to measure cutting temperature in the 

milling tests. 

Chapter 4 proposes an integrated model that combines the existing tool wear model 

and the cutting force model for tool wear progression estimation. When there is flank 

wear appearance, extra forces are generated on the flank wear area. The increasing force 

results in more tool wear. With the iteration between the tool wear and the forces, the 

flank wear progression along with cutting time is estimated. Flank wear is commonly 

used as the criterion to determine whether the tool life is reached or not. Thus, with the 

proposed model, the tool lives under different cutting conditions are estimated and 

validation experiments are conducted. 

Chapter 5 considers another parameter which also leads to tool failure, the stress in 

the tool. The wedge-shaped elemental cutting tool is decomposed into two half-space 

loading problem, one on the rake surface and the other on flank. Boundary element 

method is used to solve the real loads on both surfaces. Finally, the stress in the tool is the 

summation of the thermal stress and the mechanical stress from the real loads on both 

surfaces and. The modeling results have been shown and discussed. Brittle fracture 

analysis is used to analyze the stress distribution along the milling tool edge. Tool 

chipping has been observed at the location where the model identifies as high stress 

concentration points.  
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Chapter 6 is the conclusion which summarizes the research works that have been 

finished and provides the directions for the future works. 
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CHAPTER 2 

INTEGRATED FORCE MODEL FOR ARBITRARY TOOL 

GEOMETRY WITH FLANK WEAR 

2.1 Nomenclature 

cA  chip area 

tDOC  axial depth of cut in turning  

cutF  cutting force of elemental cutting tool (ECT) 

cwF  friction force on flank surface due to tool wear 

fF  friction force on rake surface of ECT 

latF  lateral force of ECT 

nF  normal force on rake surface of ECT 

thF  thrust force of ECT 

twF  normal force on flank surface due to tool wear 

f  feed rate in milling  

tf  feed rate in turning 

h  height of cone 

fK  specific friction force 
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nK  specific normal force 

L  width of cutting edge of ECT 

teethN  number of cutting edge flutes on the cutter 

R  radius of cone 

tR  radius of turning insert 

ct  

V  

uncut chip thickness 

cutting velocity 

VB  flank wear width 

*VB  critical wearland width 

n  normal rake angle of ECT 

t  rake angle of turning insert 

n  angle position of ECT on turning insert 

c  chip flow angle of ECT 

  

  

clearance angle of ECT 

oblique angle of ECT 

  friction coefficient between the tool and workpiece 

0  tool tip normal stress of ECT 

0  tool tip shear stress of ECT 

  angle of the cone 

1  the first engagement angle on turning insert 

2  the second engagement angle on turning insert 
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ω spindle speed 

 

2.2 Introduction 

Titanium alloys are high strength material, which means that they require more 

energy to be deformed. The more energy required for material to be cut, the larger cutting 

forces the tool experiences during the machining process. Moreover, large cutting forces 

might result in chatter, tool deflection, and other instability of the cutting system. All 

these factors affect the tool performance, the cutting efficiency and the product quality. 

Therefore, it is very important to know the forces for controlling the machining process 

and analyzing the tool performance.   

Cutting force modeling has been studied and researched for more than fifty years. 

In early days, the forces were often estimated from machinability handbooks or database. 

This approach is generally reliable, but a large amount of experimental data must be 

gathered according to various tool materials, workpiece materials, and under different 

cutting conditions.  Therefore, an alternative approach is to develop models for analyzing 

those complex cutting processes through machining theory. As the understanding of the 

mechanism of metal-cutting processes improved, analytical models for orthogonal and 

oblique cutting were developed (Merchant, 1944, Shaw et al., 1952, Oxley, 1961). 

Pure analytical approach modeled the forces from a theoretical view point; 

therefore, it might not capture the realistic issues. Moreover, when it comes to milling, 

the complicated cutter geometry and the varying cutting condition along the flutes make 

pure analytical approach difficult to be applied. Thus, mechanistic models have become 
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the most commonly used method for modeling the forces in milling. In this study, 

mechanistic approach has been used for developing the model. The previous works of 

cutting force model are reviewed and the limitations of existing models are discussed. A 

cutting force model of sharp tool is proposed by extending the existing model. Moreover, 

the forces due to flank wear are added to the forces of sharp tool to model those of worn 

tool.  Validation experiments for the cutting forces of both sharp and worn tools have 

been conducted at the end of the study. 

2.3 Literature Review 

2.3.1 Mechanistic Force Model of Sharp Tool 

Mechanistic models have become popular for the prediction of cutting force in 

recent years. The mechanistic approach used the basic concept of the analytical models, 

and obtained the specific cutting force from empirical equations related to fundamental 

cutting parameters. Thus it not only covered the theoretical side by including the most 

important parameters in the empirical equations, but also considered the practical issue 

by obtaining the coefficients in real cutting experiments. The determination of the 

empirical equations was studied extensively (Feng and Menq, 1993, Lee and Altintas, 

1995, Arsecularatne and Oxley, 1997, Yun and Cho, 2001, Wang and Zheng, 2002, 

Zhang et al., 2005). Several combinations of parameters have been used to construct the 

empirical equations, and the coefficients needed to be determined when cutting different 

materials. 
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When researchers applied the mechanistic models to the milling processes, the 

complicated cutter geometry became an important issue. DeVor and his coworkers (1980, 

1982, 1984) were one of the first groups to develop a mechanistic model for the 

prediction of cutting force in end milling. The end-mill was divided into layers of disc-

like elements, and the forces on each layer were calculated from empirical equations. All 

the forces were aggregated to give the total cutting force on the cutter. This discretization 

concept has been applied to most mechanistic models of milling force in later researches.  

However, in order to discretize the cutting edge, the tool geometry needs to be 

defined first. In DeVor et al.’s works, the cutting edge was described by a function of the 

number of flutes, angular position of the cutter, and the helix angle of the flutes. The tool 

geometry is limited to be constant helix angle and identical profile for all the flutes, and it 

is not applicable for more complicated-shape mills, such as the ball-end mill. Yang and 

Park (1991) assumed the cutting edge on the ball-end mill as a function of the cutter 

radius, normal rake angle and angle of the point in the spherical coordinate. Tai and Fuh 

(1994, 1995) composed the ball-end mill into the ball part and end-mill part, which 

means, the profile is regarded as the combination of a cylindrical surface and a semi-

spherical surface mounted on the tip end of the cylindrical surface. All these methods 

limited the cutter geometry into “perfect” ball shape, and also, identical flutes. Chiang et 

al. (1995) measured the cutting edge profile using a three-dimensional coordinate 

measurement machine, and obtained a fourth order equation for describing the edge. The 

accuracy depended a lot on the measurement technique, and the fourth order 

approximation equation could not perfectly represent the real tool geometry.  
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Altintas and his coworkers did a series of studies about the mechanics and 

dynamics of milling process, and developed a new mechanistic model to predict milling 

force. First, Yucesan and Altintas (1996) developed a model for the cutter geometry. The 

flutes of the ball-end cutter met at the tip of the sphere, and were ground with a constant 

helix. Due to the reduction of radius at the ball part, the local helix angle along the 

cutting flute reduced proportionally. At the same time, the reduction of radius was 

proportional to the lag angle, which was the angle between the tip of flute and the cutting 

edge point. Thus, the geometry of the cutter could be simply represented by a function of 

lag angle. Later on, Budak et al. (1996) constructed the empirical equations based on both 

mechanistic theory and experimental evaluation. The cutting forces for each elemental 

cutting tool were modeled in terms of two fundamental phenomena, an edge force 

component due to rubbing or ploughing at the cutting edge, and a cutting component due 

to shearing at the shear zone and friction at the rake face. The milling force coefficients 

in the empirical equations could be obtained from the oblique cutting analysis and the 

orthogonal cutting data base. With the use of the geometry model and empirical equations, 

Lee and Altintas (1995) constructed a complete model for the prediction of ball-end 

milling forces from orthogonal cutting data. After several years of studying on the milling 

process, Engin and Altintas (2001) summarized different shapes of mills, and developed a 

general geometric model for describing all the mills. They used several geometric 

parameters to define the milling cutters, and then used a helical cutting edge to wrap 

round the end-mill geometry to define the flutes. Their model indeed covered most of the 

end-mills currently used in industry. However, the model is still limited by the existing 

classification of the tool geometry and the defined parameters which describe that. 
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Moreover, in the model all the flutes are still assumed to be the same, and the helix angle 

remains constant. Another issue the existing models did not consider is the rake and 

clearance surface of the cutters. Because of the curvature of the mills, the chip evacuation 

space of the flutes is also a curved surface, which makes the rake angle along the cutting 

edge vary. Therefore, it is necessary to propose a new mechanistic cutting force model 

with the capability to analyze arbitrary milling tool geometry. 

2.3.2 Force Model of Worn Tool 

Numerous researchers worked on the mechanistic force modeling. However, only 

few attempts have been made to simulate the cutting forces of worn cutting tool, even for 

orthogonal or oblique cutting. In order to develop such a model, it is necessary to have an 

understanding of the nature of tool flank contact. The plastic deformation of both the tool 

flank surface and the workpiece surface increases the difficulty and complexity of the 

model. Teitenberg et al. (1992) assumed the total forces on a worn tool were the 

summation of forces of the sharp tool and the forces due to the tool wear. Moreover, they 

assumed the same empirical equations can be applied to both the forces on the sharp tool 

and the forces caused by tool wear. Thus by conducting experiments with both sharp and 

worn tool, they subtracted the forces due to tool wear and found the coefficients in the 

empirical equations for their force model of worn tool.  

DeVor and his coworkers also contributed to the modeling of cutting force of worn 

tool for orthogonal cutting processes. Waldorf et al. (1998) proposed a slip-line field 

model as a predictor of forces and used the ploughing characteristics to predict the 

stresses on the flank area of a worn tool. With their proposed combination of elastic 
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contact and plastic flow on the wear area, two sets of equations for the flank stresses were 

summarized in Smithey et al.’s work (2000). The stresses were closely related to the 

flank wear, which was assumed to be known from the measurement during experiments. 

The other important topic studied by Smithey et al. (2001) was the definition of the 

plastic flow region. This region was determined from series of tool wear experiments, 

and it was assumed to be dependent on materials but independent on cutting conditions.  

Their model was applied in several further studies where cutting force of worn tool were 

considered important (Karpat and Özel, 2006,  Li and Liang, 2007). However, these 

works only focused on simple turning process and have not been extended to milling 

process yet. 

2.4 Limitations of the Existing Force Model 

From the literature review, it is shown that the existing mechanistic force models 

can only be applied to a “well-defined” tool geometry, such as the classification and 

definition of tool geometry in Engin and Altintas works (2001). However, with the 

improvement of tool grinding technology, these models may not be applicable for newly 

designed tool shape and cutting edge geometry. In this study, the cutter geometry data is 

directly extracted from the CAD model of the milling tool. The extracted data includes 

not only the points on the cutting edge, but also the vectors which define the rake and 

flank surfaces on those points.  

Another restriction on predicting cutting force of “well-defined” tool is because of 

the calculation of the uncut chip thickness, which is generally agreed to be one important 

parameter in the empirical equations of specific cutting force. It is also the parameter that 
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defines the “chip load” and directly affects the elemental cutting force. In the literature 

and previous studies for milling process, the uncut chip thickness was always calculated 

approximately according to a sinusoidal function related to the cutting feed direction and 

magnitude. In this study, a universal uncut chip thickness calculation method has been 

proposed. Based on the definition of chip load in the cutting process and the uncut chip 

thickness direction defined in an oblique cutting model, the uncut chip thickness for each 

elemental cutting tool in the mechanistic model can be obtained.  

The second part of this study is to estimate the cutting force of a worn milling tool. 

When a milling tool is new, the cutter geometry is assumed to be the same as the CAD 

design. However, when the tool starts to wear, the cutter geometry changes and so does 

the cutting force. The increasing cutting force not only causes larger loading on the tool 

but also leads to higher cutting temperature which will result in shorter tool life. In the 

study, the force model of worn tool in oblique cutting process from literature has been 

applied to milling. By comparing to the sharp tool, the effects of tool wear on the cyclic 

forces in the milling process can be observed and discussed.  

2.5 Cutting Force Model of Sharp Tool 

2.5.1 Basic Model Construction 

The basic construction of a mechanistic model involves dividing the total cutting 

edges of a tool into a number of elemental cutting tools (ECTs), treating each element as 

though it is independently involved in oblique cutting. This concept has been widely 

accepted in the calculation of cutting force in milling process in the literature (DeVor et 
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al., 1980, Kline et al., 1982, Yang and Park, 1991, Tai and Fu, 1994, 1995, Chiang et al., 

1995). Next, an algorithm for relating orthogonal and oblique cutting geometry and 

process conditions to elementary cutting tool forces using experimental techniques is 

needed. DeVor and his coworkers (1980, 1982, 1984, 1993, 1995) have been working 

thoroughly in the mechanistic force modeling area for more than twenty years. In this 

study, the elemental force calculation is based on the methodology by Endres (1995). 

Figure 2.1 shows the oblique cutting model for each ECT on the cutting edge of 

milling tool. Two coordinate systems have been shown, the rake-face system, which 

contains forces acting on the rake surface, and the ECT coordinate system. Cutting force 

occurs mainly at the tool-chip contact area, therefore the mechanistic model starts from 

calculating the forces on the rake surface. In the rake-face system, two force components 

are included. One of them is the friction force, which acts along the chip flow direction 

on the tool-chip interface (See Figure 2.1). The other is the normal force, which acts in 

the direction perpendicular to cutting edge on the cutting surface.  

The friction and normal forces in the rake-face system can be calculated by 

equations (2.1) and (2.2). 

n n cF K A  (2.1) 

f f cF K A  (2.2) 

The chip area cA  is defined as the surface of the chip normal to the direction of 

cutting velocity.  
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cosc cA t L     (2.3) 

L  is the length of ECT.  is the oblique angle, which is defined as the angle 

between cutting edge and the direction perpendicular to cutting speed at the workpiece 

plane. 

nK  and fK are obtained by the empirical equations which consider uncut chip 

thickness, cutting speed and normal rake angle as the main factors.  

0 1 2 3 4ln ln ln ln(1 sin ) ln lnn c n cK a a t a V a a t V       (2.4) 

0 1 2 3 4ln ln ln ln(1 sin ) ln lnf c n cK b b t b V b b t V       (2.5) 

 

Figure 2.1: Oblique cutting model (Chandrasekharan, 1995) 
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4321043210 ,,,,,,,,, bbbbbaaaaa are the coefficients, which are obtained from 

Meyer's work (2007). The calculation of all the parameters will be introduced later.  

From all the above equations, the forces in the rake-surface system can be obtained. 

By coordinate transformation between the rake-surface and ECT coordinate system, the 

magnitude of three force components are calculated as the following equations. 

cos cos sinth f nc n nF F F     (2.6) 

 sin sin cos cos sin cos coscut f nc c n nF F F          (2.7) 

 cos sin sin sin cos sin coslat f nc n c nF F F          (2.8) 

With the assumption of Stabler’s Rule, the chip flow angle 
c  is equal to the 

oblique angle in the construction of cutting force model. Equations (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11) 

show the final expression of the three force components in the ECT coordinate system, 

the thrust force ( thF ), the cutting force ( cF ) and the lateral force ( latF ). 

cos cos sinth f nn nF F F     (2.9) 

 2sin cos sin cos coscut f nn nF F F      2  (2.10) 

 cos sin sin sin cos sin coslat f nn nF F F          (2.11) 

The definition of each force component is clearly illustrated in Figure 2.1. The 

cutting force is in the opposite direction of the cutting velocity, the thrust force is in the 

direction of the uncut chip thickness, and the lateral force is in the direction perpendicular 

to both the cutting velocity and the uncut chip thickness. According to the direction 

vectors of each force component, the elemental cutting forces in the milling tool 

coordinate system can be obtained by equation (2.12). 
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 ccutcutcthi tVFVFtFF


  (2.12) 

The vectors are all in the milling tool coordinate, and the calculation methods will 

be introduced in section 2.5.2. Each elemental cutting force iF


 represents only the force 

on one individual ECT, which is a portion of the whole cutting edge. Therefore, the 

summation of the cutting forces on all the ECTs will give the total force on the cutter F


. 





n

i

iFF
1


 (2.13) 

2.5.2 Cutter Geometry Input and Parameters Calculation 

The cutter geometry must be defined first as the input in the cutting force model. 

The necessary information includes the coordinate of the points on the cutting edges, and 

the corresponding rake and clearance angles at those points. In this study, the cutter 

geometry information is obtained directly from the tool CAD model, which is designed 

by Uni-Graphic(UG) software. The coordinate system of the CAD model, which is the 

same as the milling tool coordinate system, is defined as: x  coordinate is the feed 

direction, z  is the tool axis direction, and y  is perpendicular to both x  and z . All the 

calculations of point coordinate and vectors are defined according to this coordinate 

system.  

UG software has a function which can divide a selected curve into numerous equal-

length segments. The coordinate of those points which divid those segments can be read 

and recorded, as shown in Figure 2.2. The more points being extracted from the CAD 

model, the more precisely the model describes the cutter geometry. In the model, it is 
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assumed that the nearby two points form an ECT, and the middle point on the ECT is 

assumed to be the point where all forces acted on.  

Some important vectors need to be calculated first based on the oblique cutting 

model, as shown in Figure 2.1. The cutting edge vector L


 is the position difference 

between the two points that form the ECT. The cutting velocity V


includes not only the 

rotational motion of the tool but also the linear feed motion. The rotational speed is the 

cross product of the spindle speed and the radius of the rotating point, which is 

approximated by the radius of the middle point in the cutting edge.  

 jyixkV orotate
ˆˆˆ

0 


 (2.14) 

ifV feed
ˆ


 (2.15) 

feedrotate VVV


  (2.16) 

 

Figure 2.2: Data point extraction from CAD model 
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The uncut chip thickness vector is normal to the machined surface. This means it 

will be perpendicular to both the cutting velocity vector V


 and the cutting edge vector L


. 

Therefore, it can be calculated by equation (2.17). 

LVtc


  (2.17) 

The rake and clearance angles cannot be directly extracted from the CAD model; 

however, a useful function can be utilized. The function has the capability to extract the 

normal vector from a selected point on a surface, which means, the normal vectors of the 

rake surface rnS


 and the normal vector of the clearance surface rnS


 on a point on the 

cutting edge can be obtained. 

The rake angle is defined by the angle between the vector parallel to the rake 

surface and the vector normal to the machined surface, which is ct


. The vector parallel to 

the rake surface rpS


 is perpendicular to both the cutting edge L


 and the normal vector of 

the rake surface rnS


.  

rnrp SLS


  (2.18) 

Therefore the rake angle can be obtained. 













 


rpc

rpc

n

St

St




cos  (2.19) 

Similarly, the vector parallel to the clearance surface ( cpS


) can be obtained by the 

cross product between the cutting edge L


 and the normal vector of the clearance surface 

cnS


. 
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cncp SLS


  (2.20) 

The clearance angle   is the angle between the vector parallel to the clearance 

surface and the cutting velocity direction.  













 


cp

cp

SV

SV




cos  (2.21) 

2.5.3 Universal Chip Thickness Calculation 

In this study, a method is proposed to calculate the uncut chip thickness for 

arbitrary cutter geometry. In the literature and previous researches, it is calculated 

approximately according to a sinusoidal function related to the cutting feed direction and 

magnitude (DeVor et al., 1982, Yang and Park, 1991, Yűcesan and Altintas, 1996). This 

approximation is good enough for a “real ball shape” mill. However, it cannot reliably 

estimate the uncut chip thickness with arbitrary shape of mills, which are becoming more 

popular in industry now.  

The chip is the part of the workpiece being removed when the cutter moves from 

one position to the second position, as shown in Figure 2.3.  

 
Figure 2.3: The definition of chip in ball-end milling process 
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In most machining processes, feed or feed rate is the parameter which defines the 

tool movement. The uncut chip thickness is the thickness of the chip in the direction of 
ct  

from the oblique cutting model as shown in Figure 2.1. This vector starts from the middle 

point of each ECT, and encounters with the boundary the tool previously cut. The 

distance between the starting point and the intersecting point is determined to be the chip 

load. The start point is the midpoint of the ECT with three components  000 ,, zyx . The 

encountered point is the solution between a line (the uncut chip thickness vector) and a 

surface (the cut boundary). The cut boundary is formed by the ECTs, thus this 

methodology can be applied to arbitrary tools.  

The uncut chip thickness vector can be represented with three components 

 czcycx ttt ,,  . The line equation in three-dimension with known direction  
czcycx ttt ,,  and 

passing through point  000 ,, zyx  is shown in equation (2.22). 

0 0 0( ) ( ) ( )

cx cy cz

x x y y z z

t t t

  
   (2.22) 

Once the line equation that represents the uncut chip thickness direction is obtained, 

the next step is to build the surface equation which describes the boundary the tool cuts. 

The cutting edge of the tool is divided into ECTs and each ECT has been viewed as a 

linear segment in the model. Instead of the perfect “tool shape,” the cutting edge of the 

tool now is viewed as a connection of numerous linear pieces. Each piece moves in its 

cutting direction and forms its cut boundary. The total tool boundary is the connection of 

the boundary formed by individual segments.  
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In the milling process, the tool rotates about the spindle axis and moves linearly in 

the feed direction at the same time. The tool repeats the same movement in each 

revolution and thus one revolution can be treated as one cutting cycle. Therefore, for each 

revolution, the chip is defined aas the material in between where the ball-end mill is and 

the boundary the tool cut before one full revolution. If each ECT rotates about the cutter 

axis for a whole revolution, it will form the cutter boundary envelope in the shape of a 

truncated cone. Thus, the whole cutting tool boundary is formed by a series of connecting 

truncated cones, as shown in Figure 2.4. 

From Figure 2.4, the parameters for each truncated cone can be obtained from the 

cutting edge vector L


, and the coordinate of the end points of the ECT,  

 1 1 1, ,x y z and  2 2 2, ,x y z . The parameters of truncated cone, including the angle of the 

 

Figure 2.4: Ball-end mill boundary formed by series of truncated cones 
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cone , the larger radius of the truncated cone R , the height of the truncated cone h , and 

the location of the cone tip  , ,a b c , can be calculated by the following equations. 

ZL

ZL





sin

 
(2.23) 

 2

1

2

1 yxR   (2.24) 

tan

R
h 

 
(2.25) 

  









 hz

N

f
cba

teeth

1,0,,,  (2.26) 

 1,0,0Z


 is the vector that represents the cone axis. The equation describing the 

surface of the truncated cone is defined in equation (2.27).  

      222
tan byaxcz   ,     12 zczz   (2.27) 

The solution of the uncut chip thickness direction line, equation (2.22), and the 

connecting truncated cone boundary, equation (2.27), is the intersection point, presented 

as  0 0 0', ', 'x y z . Thus, the uncut chip thickness is calculated as 

     200

2

00

2

00 ''' zzyyxxtc   (2.28) 

All the parameters and the methods to obtain them are introduced in section 2.5.2 

and 2.5.3. After calculating all the parameters, substitute them into the force calculation 

in 2.5.1, then the total force on the sharp ball-end mill can be estimated.  
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2.6 Application of Uncut Chip Thickness Calculation in Face Turning Process 

The developed mechanistic force model is expected to be applicable for arbitrary 

cutter geometry. In this section, the model is applied to the face turning process with the 

use of a round insert with fixed rake and clearance angles, as shown in Figure 2.5(a). The 

engagement region of the inserts is defined by the axial depth of cut and feed rate of the 

turning process. 

According to Figure 2.5, the engagement angles are calculated by equations (2.29) 

and (2.30). 










 
 

t

ttt

R

DOCR 


sin
cos 1

1  (2.29) 

















 

tool

t

R

f
2sin 1

2  (2.30) 

(a)                                                                          (b) 

 

Figure 2.5: (a) Face turning using round insert (b) Illustration of the engagement 

region and points on the cutting edge 
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Same as in milling process, the total cutting edge is divided into a number of ECTs, 

treating each element as independently involved in oblique cutting. The coordinates of 

the points of each ECT are obtained from the geometry of the round insert. 

)sincos,sin,coscos(),,( titittiti RRRzyxpt   (2.31) 

All parameters can be calculated from the coordinate of points as explained in 

section 2.5.2. However, the boundary the tool previously cut in the turning process is 

different from that in milling. In the face turning process, the tool is moving in the feed 

direction, which is the y  direction in Figure 2.5(a), and the workpiece is rotating about 

x  axis at the same time.  The cutting motion of the tool mainly comes from the rotation 

of the workpiece. In this case, the boundary should be the surface of the workpiece. 

However, from Figure 2.6(a), it is shown that the tool leaves a cut boundary before it 

moves a distance of feed in the y  direction. So in the face turning process, the boundary 

is formed by the combination of the original workpiece surface (the straight part of dash 

line) and previous path of the inserts (the circular part of the dash line).  
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The original workpiece surface is easily described with a normal vector  0,0,1 and 

a point which is on that surface ( 1pt  in Figure 2.5(b)). The previous path of the insert can 

be viewed as each ECT swipes along the cutting velocity direction and forms a flat 

surface. The boundary formed by previous cut path can be viewed as the combination of 

all the swiping surfaces by the ECT. The swiping surfaces can be seen more clearly in 

Figure 2.6 (b).  

The swiping surface has normal vector N


, which can be obtained from cutting 

edge vector L


and cutting velocity vector V


. 

VLN


  (2.32) 

 (a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 2.6: (a) Illustration of cutter boundary (b) The formation of cutter boundary 
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The three components of the normal vector are ),,( 321 NNNN 


. The middle point 

of the ECT ),,( 000 zyx  is on the swiping surface. The equation of a flat surface with 

normal vector, and a point on it can be written as: 

030201321 zNyNxNzNyNxN  . (2.33) 

The uncut chip thickness direction line can be obtained from equation (2.22). By 

solving equations (2.22) and (2.33), the intersection point can be found. Finally, the uncut 

chip thickness can be calculated with the use of equation (2.28). 

2.7 Cutting Force Model of Worn Tools 

In the sharp tool, the forces mainly come from the chip formation at the cutting 

edge and the tool-chip contact on the rake surface. However, after the tool starts to wear 

during the machining process, the flank surface of the tool begins to contact with the 

machined surface due to the appearance of flank wear. The contact between the flank 

wear area and the machined surface results in extra friction and normal forces on the 

flank wear region of the tool. Therefore, the total cutting force in the machining process 

keeps increasing with the growing tool wear, which is positively correlated to the 

machining time. 

First, the cutting edge is divided into numerous ECT in the mechanistic force model 

of the worn tool. Each ECT is considered as an individual oblique cutting unit. The 

normal and friction forces on the flank wear surface on each ECT are calculated based on 
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Smithey et al.’s work (2000, 2001). They assumed a stress distribution on the tool flank 

by using slip-line theory around the cutting edge, as shown in Figure 2.7.  

0 and 0  are the normal and shear stresses at the tool tip, which can be calculated 

using slip-line field (Smithey, 2000). w  is represented as a second order polynomial 

function related to flank wear VB  and 0 . Normal stress w  multiplied friction 

coefficient   would be the shear stress w . The friction coefficient   between the 

workpiece and the tool is the same as the one between the rake surface and the chip since 

they are the same materials and lubrication in the cutting process. Thus, it is calculated by 

the friction and normal forces obtained from the sharp tool. 

n

f

F

F
  (2.34) 

 

Figure 2.7  Flank stress distribution (Smithy et al., 2000) 
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*VB  is the critical wearland where plastic flow is initiated. The critical wearland is 

obtained from the experimental observation following the study of Smithey et al. (2000).  

The forces on the flank wear surface are then obtained by integrating the stresses 

over the flank wear width. The main equations of the normal force and the friction force 

on the flank wear area ( twF  and  cwF ) are listed as the following.  
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 ,     if *VBVB  . (2.38) 

The normal force on the flank wear area twF , integrated by the normal stress, acts in 

the same direction of the thrust force, which is in the chip thickness direction. The cutting 

force on the flank wear area cwF , integrated by the shear stress, acts in the same direction 

of the cutting force, which is in the cutting velocity direction. Therefore, the total force 

on the worn tool of each ECT can be shown as a vector form in equation (2.39).  

 clatcwcutctwthw tVFVFFtFFFd


  (2.39) 
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Finally, the total force of the worn tool is the summation of all elemental cutting 

forces. 

2.8 Experimental Validation 

2.8.1 Force Validation for Sharp Tool 

2.8.1.1 Slot Milling with Ball-end Mill 

A series of validation experiments were conducted to verify the constructed cutting 

force model. The validation tests were conducted on a FADAL (1998 VNC 3016L) three-

axis CNC machining center. The workpiece was mounted on a dynamometer (Kistler 

9257A), which was used to measure the cutting force. The voltage signal from the charge 

amplifier was fed to an analog to digital converter card, and recorded in the computer. 

The voltage signals were then multiplied to the appropriate scale factor for each channel 

to obtain the experimental force data. A sampling rate of 3600 Hz was used in the data 

collection in order to collect enough data points of the forces in high spindle speed tests. 

In the validation experiments, the ball-end mill had four teeth. The cutter geometry 

data, including the point coordinate, rake surface vector and flank surface vector were all 

directly extracted from the CAD model of the used tool. One special design of the tool 

was that only two of the flutes went all the way to the ball-end mill tip, the long flutes, 

and the other two flutes only went to a certain distance from the tip, the short flutes. The 

tool material was tungsten carbide with 10% cobalt, and a small amount of VC and Cr3C2 

as grain growth inhibitors. The workpiece material was Ti-5Al-2Sn-2Zr-4Cr-Mo alloy, 

also called Ti17 in industry. Two sets of validation experiments have been conducted. 
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The experimental parameters are shown in Table 2.1. For each test condition, three 

experiments have been done to verify the repeatability under the same cutting condition. 

Table 2.1: Validation experimental conditions 

Test condition number Spindle speed 
(rpm) 

Feed 
(m/min) 

Axial depth of 
cut (mm) 

1 583 0.114 1 
2 3500 0.64 2.54 

The experimental results and modeling results are shown in Figure 2.8. For all the 

forces, the solid lines represent the experimental results, and the dashed lines are the 

modeling results. Comparing the modeling results with the experimental results in Figure 

2.8, we can see that the constructed force model can predict xF  and yF  well. In the first 

test, the depth of cut is very small and only a small portion of the short flutes engage in 

cutting. However, in the second test, the larger depth of cut makes the two short flutes 

engage in cutting more. The small peaks in between the maximum peak and valley of the 

forces indicate the engagement of short flutes. The good agreement of the position of the 

small peaks suggests that the model can capture the existence of the short flutes very well.  
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As for zF , it is clearly seen that the average value of the force is similar between 

the modeling results and the experimental results. However, the results do not show as 

good agreement as x  and y  forces. The experimental results have higher fluctuation 

magnitude than modeling results, and the position of peak values don't match up with 

modeling results. There are two possible reasons that result in the difference between 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 2.8: Force validation in slot milling (a) 1

st
 test (b) 2

nd
 test 
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experimental and simulation results. First, the CAD model does not represent the real tool 

well at the cutter tip area. Thus, using the CAD model for the simulation may result in 

some errors when predicting zF . Second, the force model does not consider the tool 

deflection, run-out, or vibration, which may cause the fluctuations in zF . However, under 

the assumptions of ideal cutting conditions, the validation experiments still show that the 

constructed mechanistic force model can predict the forces well.  

In previous studies for milling process, the force model used constant rake and 

clearance angle along the whole flute and sinusoidal function to approximate chip load 

(DeVor et al., 1982, Yang and Park, 1991, Yűcesan and Altintas, 1996). In order to show 

the improvement of the proposed model, the modeling results and the forces using the 

constant angles and sinusoidal function chip load under the cutting condition of the 2nd 

test are plotted in Figure 2.9. The same tool geometry and same mechanistic force 

equations were used but the CAD model extracted rake angles were replaced with a 

constant rake angle. Also, the uncut chip thickness is calculated based on the sinusoidal 

function related to the cutting feed direction and magnitude. 

 sinsinftc  . (2.40) 

f is the feed per tooth,  is the radial angle, and  is the axial immersion angle. It 

is clearly seen in Figure 2.9 that the proposed model shows better result than the literature 

method. The minimum xF , yF  and zF in one tool revolution from both the proposed 

model and the literature method have similar value. However, the maximum value of the 

forces in the proposed model show significantly better agreement with the experimental 

result. Overall, the proposed model has an average of 19.6% error while the literature 
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method has about 27.2% error comparing to the experimental forces. Therefore, the 

proposed model has improved result with the use of more accurate rake angle and uncut 

chip thickness calculation method. 

2.8.1.2 Face Turning with Round Inserts 

A series of additional validation experiments have been conducted to verify the 

constructed cutting force model for arbitrary cutter geometry on a Lodge & Shipley lathe. 

The data collection setup, as well as the workpiece material, was the same as the milling 

validation experiments. Round tungsten carbide inserts manufactured by Kendex 

(RNG43K68) were used in turning. Although the main material of the round inserts were 

tungsten carbide, the same as the milling tool, the cobalt percentage of the turning inserts 

was only 6%, lower than that of the milling tool. This is because the turning inserts 

 
Figure 2.9: Comparison with the literature method using constant angles and 

sinusoidal function chip load 
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required higher hardness while the milling tools need higher toughness for interrupted 

cutting. The force model coefficients were calibrated using 10% cobalt tungsten carbide 

tool because the study focuses on milling process. This might cause some discrepancy 

between the turning experimental results and the modeling results. 

Eight sets of validation experiments have been conducted, each repeated twice. The 

experimental parameters are shown in Table 2.2, based on the suggested turning 

condition for this tool-workpiece combination in industry.   

Table 2.2: Validation experimental conditions for turning 

Test condition number Feed rate 
(mm/rev) 

Cutting Speed 
(SFM) 

Depth of cut 
(mm) 

1 0.127 250 0.127 
2 0.127 350 0.127 
3 0.381 350 0.127 
4 0.381 250 0.127 
5 0.381 250 0.381 
6 0.381 350 0.381 
7 0.127 350 0.381 
8 0.127 250 0.381 

The experimental results and modeling results are shown in Figure 2.10. The tests 

with different feed rate but same cutting speed and depth of cut are put together for 

comparison. The solid lines are the experimental results and the dash lines are the 

modeling results. The triangular markers represent xF , the thrust force, and the square 

markers represent zF , the cutting force. The corresponding coordinates are shown in 

Figure 2.5(a).  
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We see from Figure 2.10 that the modeling results agree with experimental results 

very well. Generally, the model can precisely predict zF , while it has some errors in 

predicting xF .  The errors might be caused by the un-modeled effects such as vibration. 

Also, the uncut chip thickness in the turning tests is larger than that in milling. For tests 

number 5 to 8 (with larger depth of cut), the uncut chip thickness value is out of the range 

of the force coefficient calibration tests. This is very likely to cause inaccuracy of the 

modeling results. Also, the turning inserts material is slightly different from the tool 

material used in the force coefficient calibration tests, which might also cause the 

discrepancy between experimental and the modeling results. 

(a)                                                         (b) 

 
(c)                                                                     (d) 

 
Figure 2.10: Turning force validation (a) 1

st
 and 4

th
 test (b) 2

nd
 and 3

rd
 test  

(c) 5
th

 and 8
th

 test (d) 6
th

 and 7
th

 test 
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2.8.2 Force Validation for Worn Tool 

The validation experiments for worn tool were conducted with the same setup as 

the tests for sharp tool. To validate the forces of the worn tool, a new tool was used to 

repeat cutting full slots of 14.2 cm in length. The forces during the whole cutting process 

were recorded, and the flank wear was measured as input to the model after every 10 

slots of cut. Two different cutting conditions were tested and the results are discussed as 

follows. 

The first experiment was done under the cutting condition with 3000 rpm spindle 

speed, 1.27 m/min feed rate and 1.27 mm depth of cut. Figure 2.11 shows the cutting 

forces of experimental and modeling results after the tool has 0.07, 0.1 and 0.13mm flank 

wear. The general trend of xF  and yF  can be captured very well by the model. The xF  

has very good agreement between the experimental and modeling results, in which the 

maximum force increases from 300 Newton to 400 Newton. yF  has about 100 Newton 

difference between the experimental and modeling results. However, the increasing range 

of the forces and the overlapping of peaks and valley position suggest that the model 

works well. Since zF  in the sharp tool does not show convincing agreement, it is 

expected that there is more discrepancy in zF  than xF  and yF . However, except for 

Figure 2.11(a) in which the experimental zF  is significantly smaller than the modeling 

results, all the other figures show good agreement of the average forces that increases 

from 400 Newton to 600 Newton after the tool has 0.13mm flank wear. 
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Figure 2.12 shows the results of cutting condition with spindle speed 3500 rpm, 

feed rate 0.64 m/min and depth of cut 2.54 mm. Conclusions similar to Figure 2.11 can 

be drawn. A little more discrepancy can be observed from Figure 2.12. This might be due 

to the larger depth of cut, which is very likely to cause tool vibration and tool run-out. In 

general, the modeling results agree with the experimental results very well. 

 

(a)                                                                  (b) 

 
(c) 

 
Figure 2.11: The forces when the tool has (a) 0.07mm (b) 0.1mm (c) 0.13mm flank 

wear spindle speed  3000 rpm, feed rate 1.25 m/min, depth of cut 1.52 mm  
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2.9 Conclusions 

In this study, a cutting force model for arbitrary cutter geometry of sharp tool is 

proposed first. The model considers the varying rake and clearance angles along the flute 

area curve, and uses the universal chip thickness calculation method to extend the 

existing mechanistic force model for arbitrary cutter geometry. The model has been 

validated in both milling and turning processes. Moreover, the modeling result is 

compared with the literature method and shows convincing improvement. In the second 

part of the study, the forces due to flank wear are added to the forces of sharp tool for 

 (a)                                                                  (b) 

 
(c) 

 
Figure 2.12: The forces when the tool has (a) 0.08mm (b) 0.13 mm (c) 0.18 mm flank 

wear spindle speed  3500 rpm, feed rate 0.64 m/min, depth of cut 2.54 mm 
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estimating those of the worn tool. The cyclic forces of the worn tool have been validated 

by ball-end milling experiments. Both the increasing magnitude and the changing shape 

of the waves of the forces under different wear levels show good agreement between the 

experimental and modeling results. In conclusion, an integrated model which can 

estimate the cutting forces of both new and worn tool of arbitrary cutter geometry in the 

machining processes is proposed and validated in this study. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ESTIMATION OF MILLING TOOL TEMPERATURE 

3.1 Nomenclature 

b  width of cut 

cc  specific heat capacity of coolant 

tc  specific heat capacity of tool material 

wc  specific heat capacity of workpiece material 

D  nozzle diameter 

cwF  component of force in cutting direction on flank surface due to tool wear 

fF  friction force on the rake surface on ECT 

sF  component of force parallel to shear plane on ECT 

fh  heat transfer coefficient on flank surface 

rh  heat transfer coefficient on rake surface 

J  mechanical equivalent of heat 

ck  heat conductivity of coolant 

tk  heat conductivity of tool material 

wk  heat conductivity of workpiece material 
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fL  Length of flank surface 

nozzleL  Distance of nozzle head from the tip of milling tool 

cl  tool-chip contact length 

fNu  Nusselt number of the heat convection on flank surface 

rNu  Nusselt number of the heat convection on rake surface 

cPr  Prandtle number of coolant 

ffq"  
rate of heat generation by friction per unit area on the tool-workpiece contact 

surface 

flankq"  rate of heat flows into tool from flank surface per unit area 

rakeq"  rate of heat flows into tool from rake surface per unit area 

rfq"  
rate of heat generation by friction per unit area on the tool-chip contact 

surface 

fRe  Reynold number of the heat convection on flank surface 

rRe  Reynold number of the heat convection on rake surface 

1R  fraction of heat generated on shear plane that is conducted to chip 

fwR  fraction of heat generated due to friction on flank surface that is conducted to 

workpiece 

cT  coolant temperature 

sT  average temperature rise on shear plane 

t  time 

ct  uncut chip thickness 
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jU  speed of coolant flow 

V  cutting velocity 

VB  flank wear width 

chipV  chip velocity 

sV  relative velocity between chip and workpiece on shear plane 

  strain of chip 

nozzle  angle between the nozzle axis and the tool axis 

0  room temperature 

t  thermal diffusivity of tool material 

c  viscosity of coolant 

t  density of tool material 

c  density of coolant 

3.2 Introduction 

Cutting temperature is an important parameter in metal cutting processes, especially 

when machining titanium alloys. Titanium alloys are well-known for their high strength; 

therefore, high energy is needed to shear the material during the chip formation process. 

Thus, a large amount of heat is generated. Moreover, titanium alloys have very low 

thermal conductivity. Unlike in other machining cases where a major portion of the 

generated heat dissipates with the chip, a significant amount of heat flows into the tool in 

machining titanium. The high temperature in the tool not only degrades the tool strength 

but also activates wear mechanisms. For WC-Co tools, temperature is especially a big 
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factor which influences tool performance because Co is sensitive to rising temperature 

and the mechanical behavior of WC-Co is highly controlled by the properties of the 

cobalt binder (Mani and Gonseth, 1993, Acchar et.al, 1999). 

In addition to the material degradation caused by high temperature, in the milling 

process, the temperature change during the cut and uncut cycle is another important issue. 

In the half revolution where the milling tool is engaged in cutting, the temperature rises 

due to the heat generation. In the non-cut half revolution, the milling tool is exposed to 

either air or coolant under room temperature. The high temperature difference between 

the tool and environment forces heat convection at the surface of the tool and results in a 

sudden cooling process in the tool. The temperature rising and decreasing result in 

excessive thermal stress in the tool and are responsible for the damages due to cyclic 

loading.  

In this chapter, the modeling of milling tool temperature is discussed. A brief 

literature review shows the state-of-the-art of the temperature modeling technique and the 

remaining problems when applying to milling process. Based upon the existing model, 

some new ideas for improving temperature modeling have been proposed. Finally, a 

temperature measurement technique has been designed for validation of the proposed 

model. 
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3.3 Literature Review 

3.3.1 Milling Temperature Models 

High temperature during machining degrades the tool strength and activates wear 

mechanisms, thus influencing tool life dramatically. Early researches investigated the 

heat generation zones in machining processes. The generated heat is conducted to the 

chip, workpiece and tool, so the fraction of heat flowing to each of them also became 

another important topic. Analytical models of the temperature distribution in the tool, 

workpiece and chip have been developed based on various assumptions. Several 

literatures reviewed all these studies and summarized the assumptions and limitations of 

each model (Da Silva and Wallbbank, 1999, Komanduri and Hou, 2000, Adukhshim, et 

al., 2006). Most of these models assumed a steady-state cutting condition, which means 

that these models can only be applied to cutting processes with constant heat flux.  

Milling is a discontinuous machining process and the milling tool experiences both 

loading-unloading and heating-cooling cycles during cutting. Therefore, in addition to the 

elevated cutting temperature, the heating and cooling cycles in the milling processes 

cause severe thermal stresses in the tool. Moreover, the chip load is not constant during 

milling process. This results in altering forces and consequently, changing heat flux. Also, 

the varying chip load suggests that the heat conduction area is changing because most 

heat flows into the tool through the tool-chip contact area. The tool-chip contact area is 

closely related to the chip load in machining process. 

Most studies modeled milling processes as an intermittent or interrupted cutting 

process. In early years, researchers modeled the cutting temperature by assuming cyclic 
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heat flux or cyclic temperature at the tool-chip interface, such as an exponential rise and 

fall in the interface temperature (Okushim and Hoshi, 1963), a combination of cosine and 

exponential functions to define the interface temperature (Bhatia et al., 1980), a 

rectangular pulse heat flux (Wu and Mayer, 1979), and a periodic harmonic heat flux 

(Chakraverti et al., 1982). The lack of adequate temperature measurements limited the 

ability of early authors to validate their modeling results. Stephenson and Ali (1992) 

developed a temperature model for interrupted cutting by considering the cutter as a 

semi-infinite rectangle with one corner heated by a time-varying heat flux. They 

performed turning tests on a slotted tube to simulate the interrupted cutting process. 

Although experimental results showed that the model underestimated the temperature, 

especially in short heating cycles, their technique to measure temperature was used for 

validation in later publications. Radulescu and Kapoor (1994) developed an analytical 

model to predict tool temperature by solving energy balance in a heat transfer problem at 

the tool-chip interface. They analyzed the problem in a face milling process with inserts 

but validated the model with the experimental results in Stephenson and Ali’s study 

(1992), which is interrupted turning process. Lazoglu and Altintas (2002) modeled the 

milling temperature by discretizing the chip thickness in the time frame during one tool 

revolution, and used a finite difference method to predict the steady-state tool and chip 

temperature at each time. Time constants are also determined based on thermal properties 

and boundary conditions, and used along the steady-state temperature to estimate the 

transient temperature of the tools. This modeling technique put the time-dependent heat 

flux into considerations by using the discretized chip load to calculate time constants. 
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3.3.2 Coolant Effects 

Applying coolant or not in the machining process is always a worthy discussion. 

Coolant not only reduces the cutting temperature during the process, but also provides 

lubrication between the tool and workpiece and reduces the cutting forces. It also flushes 

the chips away and helps chip evacuation during the machining processes. However, the 

toxicity of the cutting fluid degrades the quality of the environment, sometimes even 

affects the quality of the product. Some researchers also suggested that using coolant in 

interrupted cutting will result in temperature drop and the occurrence of thermal stress. In 

the titanium machining process, coolant is strongly recommended to reduce the high 

cutting forces and temperature for longer tool life (Ezugwu and Wang, 1997). 

Most studies used experimental approach to investigate how the coolant affects the 

tool performance, such as testing different coolant application methods (Sun et al., 2006, 

Wu et al., 2006, Sharma, et.al, 2009), and different coolant supply parameters (Kovacevic 

et al. 1995, Nandy and Paul, 2006).  Although a better tool performance comes from 

reduced cutting force and temperature when applying coolant, very limited studies use 

experimental approach to directly relate the coolant effect to temperature due to 

inadequate measurement technique.  

Very few cutting temperature models considered the effect of coolant. Dowson and 

Malkin (1984) modeled the temperature in orthogonal cutting, and considered the 

boundary of the tool as convection boundaries instead of adiabatics to capture cooling 

effects at the tool surfaces that do not contact the chip. However, they used arbitrary 

convection coefficients. Childs et al. (1988) discussed about the heat-transfer coefficients, 
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and applied a constant coefficient in all different cutting cases. Berliner and Krainov 

(1991) developed a pure analytical model for the temperature calculation in metal cutting 

process including the effect of cooling. However, their model did not include practical 

consideration and the results were not validated. Li (1996) further determined the heat-

transfer coefficients by analyzing the effects of the jet-flow rate of cooling. All these 

studies applied finite elements method to determine the temperature distribution in the 

cutting region.  

3.4 Limitations of the Existing Models 

From the literature review, there is a lack of proper modeling technique for the 

milling tool temperature. Most of the temperature models in milling process have been 

approximated by the interrupted turning process. However, milling process is not only 

interrupted cutting. The varying chip load, cutting forces and the tool-chip contact area 

are the main factors that make the modeling of milling process difficult. All these factors 

are not fully covered when approximating with interrupted turning. The previous 

modeling techniques did consider the varying heat input by applying cyclic heat flux, but 

no study discussed the varying heat input area.  

Moreover, the coolant effects have not been covered in previous researches. The 

heat loss due to cooling is not only based on the coolant application method but also 

related to the temperature of the exposure surface. Also, due to the varying chip-tool 

contact length, partial of the tool exposes to the coolant and experiences heat loss before 

leaving the cutting cycle. The milling tool is under an unsteady heat transfer situation 

during the whole tool revolution, and the temperature change in the tool results in thermal 
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stress which causes damages in the tool. In this study, the heat flux is calculated directly 

from the forces. The heat input area, the coolant effects, and the extra heat generated 

from the tool wear are all considered in this proposed model. 

3.5 Modeling of Tool Temperature 

First, the concept of dividing the ball-end mill flutes into numerous wedge-shaped 

elemental cutting tools (ECT) is applied in the modeling of tool temperature as well as 

cutting forces, as shown in Figure 3.1. This concept has been accepted in cutting 

temperature modeling of the ball-end milling process (Shatla and Altan, 2000). Each ECT 

performs a metal cutting operation, so the cutting forces and heat generation for each 

ECT can be obtained individually. From its cutting forces and generated heat, the 

temperature of each ECT is calculated.  

 
 

Figure 3.1: Elmental cutting edge on the flutes of ball-end mill 
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3.5.1 Analysis of Heat Flow into the Tool from the Rake Surface 

In metal cutting, the energy consumed by each ECT includes two main 

componenets. The first is the shear energy along the shear plane resulted from the 

deformation associated with chip formation. The second is the friction energy along the 

tool rake face as a result of the frictional resistance between the chip and tool (Da Silva 

and Wallbbank, 1999, Komanduri and Hou, 2000, Adukhshim, et al., 2006). These 

components are illustrated as the dark area in Figure 3.1. Partial heat generated from the 

tool-chip friction flows to the tool from the chip-tool contact surface. At the same time, 

shear energy causes an increase in the chip temperature, which affects the heat 

conduction from the tool-chip contact zone. The heat flow into the tool is given from 

Bono and Ni’s study (2006). 

chiptool

chiprfs

rake
LL

LqT
q




  (3.1) 

The heat generated by the frictional force on the rake surface can be obtained from 

the energy generation equation. 

chipfrf VFq   (3.2) 

The frictional force fF  is obtained from the developed force model in section 2.3.1. 

chipV  can be related to the cutting velocity by using Merchant’s shear model (Merchant, 

1944). The heat partition factors 
chipL and 

toolL are calculated mainly based on the material 

properties and the cutting parameters (Bono and Ni, 2006). 
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The average temperature rise on the shear plane 
sT is based on Loewon and 

Shaw’s (1954) cutting tool temperature model in orthogonal cutting and the main 

equation is listed in equation (3.5). 
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All the machining process related parameters can be obtained from the force model 

in section 2.5 and the Merchant’s shear model (1944). 
1R  is the fraction of the heat that 

flows to the chip from shear plane and is given as: 
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 . 
(3.6) 

3.5.2 Analysis of Heat Flow into the Tool Due to Flank Wear 

When the tool is sharp, it is generally assumed that there is no contact between the 

flank and the machined surface because of the clearance angle. However, when flank 

wear occurs, friction between the tool and workpiece generates heat. 

VFq cwff   (3.7) 

cwF  is obtained from the force model of worn tools as explained in section 2.7. The 

effect of the shear plane energy is limited on the flank surface. Therefore, the way to 

determine the fraction of heat flowing to the tool is different from that on the rake surface. 
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The fraction (
fwR ) of the friction energy to the workpiece is calculated according to the 

model developed by Berliner and Krainov (1991).  

 








VBbPt
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R

ec
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1
  (3.8) 

The Peclet number 
eP is determined by equation (3.9).  

 

t
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  (3.9) 

The heat flow to the tool from the flank can be obtained simply by the fraction of 

the total generated heat. 

 
fffwflank qRq  1  (3.10) 

3.5.3 Analysis of the Effect of Coolant 

In most machining processes, coolant is applied to reduce cutting temperature. 

However, due to the complexity in modeling and the difficulty in experimental validation, 

most studies only considered dry cutting. Coolant has been applied by an overhead nozzle 

in this study. The coolant is assumed to reach all the exposed surfaces of the tool during 

cutting. At the exposed surface, the coolant removes heat from the tool; therefore, 

convection is the main heat-transfer mechanism. 

The heat transfer equation for convection is given in any heat transfer book such as 

Holman (1992).  
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 cs TThAq   (3.11) 

sT is the exposed surface temperature and A is the area of the exposed surface in the 

convection problem. The analysis of heat-transfer coefficient for both rake and flank 

surfaces of each ECT follows the study of Li (1996). In this study, the rake cooling is 

considered as an overhead jet nozzle aim on the tool tip, as shown in Figure 3.2. 

In Li’s work, the local Nusselt number was obtained from another study (Goldstein 

and Franchett, 1988) using experimental approach to build the equation, as shown in 

equation (3.12). 

   mrcr D
rCBANu cosexpRePr22.1

7.031
  (3.12) 

r and  are the coordinates of the surface which has its origin at the nozzle aim 

point (Figure 3.2(b)), and the coefficients CBA ,, and m are related to the nozzle position 

and angle. For the milling process, the nozzle head is set to be at distance 
nozzleL with an 

(a)                                                   (b) 

 

   
 
 

Figure 3.2: Illustration of coolant applied by jet nozzle (a) nozzle position (b) the 

view perpendicular to coolant axis (Li, 1996) 
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angle 
nozzle  between the nozzle axis and tool axis. The axis of the nozzle can be 

represented as a vector form as the following equation. 

 nozzlenozzlenozzlenozzlenozzle LLN  cos,0,sin
  (3.13) 

For each ECT on the milling tool, the coordinates r  and   are dependent on the 

midpoint ),,( 000 zyx and the cutting edge vector L
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The corresponding coefficients CBA ,, and m  according to the coordinates r  and   

can be found in the table listed in Li’s study (1996).  The Nusselt number 
rakeNu , Reynold 

number 
rakeRe  and Prandtle number 

coolantPr  can be obtained from a heat transfer book 

(Holman, 1992). 
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Re  (3.17) 

c

cc
c

k

c 
Pr  (3.18) 

By substituting equations (3.12), (3.17) and (3.18) into equation (3.16), the heat 

transfer coefficient can be obtained. 
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The flank cooling is assumed that the coolant flows in between two parallel 

surfaces, the flank surface and the workpiece. This assumption is reasonable because the 

clearance angle is always very small; in most cases it is smaller than 5 degrees. Based on 

this, the Nusselt number and Reynold number are calculated from the equations of heat 

transfer between parallel plates. 

2131
RePr664.0 flankcoolant

coolant

flankflank

flank
k

Lh
Nu   (3.19) 

coolant
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flank

LU




Re  (3.20) 

Similarly, substituting equations (3.18) and (3.20) to equation (3.19), the heat 

transfer coefficient on the flank surface can be obtained. With the known heat transfer 

coefficient, the heat loss on rake and flank surfaces can be calculated from the heat 

transfer equation (3.11). 

3.5.4 Heat Conduction in the Tool 

There are two main difficulties associated with the temperature model for the 

milling process: the complexity of the cutter geometry and the time-dependent chip load. 

The first difficulty is addressed by discretizing the mill cutting edge into numerous ECTs, 

assuming each ECT is involved in an independent orthogonal milling process. However, 

for each ECT, the chip load varies due to the rotation of the cutter. The varying chip load 

not only results in varying heat generation, moreover, it makes the chip-tool contact area 

change with time. Hence, the area of the heat input on the tool rake surface is not 

constant, and neither is the exposed area. In this study, the rake surface is discretized into 

several elements, where each element experiences a uniform time-dependent heat flux. 
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The heat flux is positive if there is heat flux coming into that element and negative if that 

element is exposed to the coolant. 

Figure 3.3 illustrates the cutting process of a single ECT and shows how the rake 

and flank surfaces are discretized, as well as the heat flux on the surfaces. The heat flux is 

assumed to be uniform for each element on the ECT surface. 

Each ECT is assumed as a semi-infinite plane with heat flowing in from the surface.  

First, the model starts from using the solution of temperature rise with a constant point 

heat source. The temperature rise at  vu,  in the semi-infinite plane with a constant point 

heat source q  at  0,x  flowing from time 0 to time t  is given by (Holman, 1992): 

        
Figure 3.3: Discretization and heat flux on the tool rake and flank surfaces of each 

ECT 
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Since the heat flux from each element on the tool surface is assumed to be uniform, 

the point heat source can be integrated between the end points of the element. The 

temperature rise at point  vu,  with constant heat source between end point  0,aA  and 

point  0,bB  , as shown in Figure 3.4, is written as equation (3.22). 
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However, in milling, the heat flux of each element is time-dependent but not 

constant. Thus a method to superimpose several different constant “heat flux differences” 

is proposed to calculate the total temperature rise due to varying heat fluxes. Figure 3.5 

shows an arbitrary time-dependent heat flux, and how this time-dependent heat flux can 

be decomposed into several constant heat fluxes acting at different times. 

 

        
Figure 3.4: Uniform heat flux between two points on the surface of a semi-infinite 

plane 
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At each time interval t , the average heat flux is first determined. In t time, there is 

only one constant heat flux 1q . In t2  time, there are two different constant heat fluxes 

adding with each other: 1q flowing in for t2  time and  12 qq  flowing in for only t  

time. Similarly, in t3  time, there are 1q flowing in for t3  time,  12 qq  flowing in for 

t2  time and  23 qq  flowing in for t  time, etc. The total temperature rise from the 

time-dependent heat flux is the superposition of all constant heat fluxes. 
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m  is the number of time intervals in one tool revolution. The heat flux from one 

element on the rake surface may be negative when the ECT first engages in cutting, 

positive when the chip load becomes larger, and then negative when the ECT is near the 

end-of-cut. Finally, any point in the ECT experiences heat flux from all elements on both 

the rake and flank surfaces. By summing the T from the time-dependent heat flux in 

each element, the temperature rise in the ECT during the milling process can be obtained. 

        
Figure 3.5: A time dependent heat flux and the superposition of constant heat flux 
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Figure 3.6 shows the flow chart of the temperature calculation in the tool. From the 

mechanistic force model, the heat generation and the heat input area can be calculated. 

When the tool first starts cutting, heat starts generating and conducting into the rake and 

flank surfaces at the tool-chip and tool-workpiece contact surfaces. At this time, the tool 

surfaces which are exposed to the coolant are assumed to remain at room temperature and 

there is no heat loss to the coolant. The temperature on the rake and flank surfaces at the 

very beginning of cut can be calculated from the heat generation data from the force 

model. 

Now the temperatures on the rake and flank surfaces have been obtained. From the 

temperature difference between the surfaces and coolant, the heat loss from the exposure 

surfaces is able to be calculated. Any point in the tool now experiences heat flows in 

from tool-chip contact area, heat loss on the rake surface, heat flows in from the tool-

workpiece contact area, and heat loss on the flank surface. The temperature rise at that 

point is the summation of the temperature difference due to all the heat sources and heat 

        
Figure 3.6: Flow chart of temperature calculation in the tool 
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sinks.  The temperatures on the rake and flank surfaces are updated considering the heat 

loss, too.  

3.6 Modeling Results and Discussion 

In the proposed temperature model, the forces must be known as inputs. The forces 

are calculated based on the force model in Chapter 2.  

Figure 3.7 shows the estimated temperature for one ECT during half of one rotation 

of the ball-end mill. The modeled cutting condition is 500 rpm and 0.23 m/min feed rate, 

and the modeled ECT is at 1.27 mm height on the ball-end mill cutting edge. The x axis 

is the tool rotation angle and the ECT starts cutting at 0°. The ECT is at room 

temperature before cutting. The temperatures at five different points on the tool rake 

surface are plotted, the first at a distance 0.005 mm away from the ECT tip and the next 

at 0.01 mm away from the ECT tip. From Figure 3.7, it is clearly seen that the maximum 

temperature does not occur at the point nearest the ECT tip, but at a point 0.015 mm 

away from the tip. This result agrees with the findings in other literatures that the 

maximum temperature is not located right at the tool tip but at the middle of the tool-chip 

contact area (Da Silva and Wallbbank, 1999, Komanduri and Hou, 2000, Adukhshim, et 

al., 2006). The final drop is because the tool-chip contact length becomes small at the end 

of cut, thus these points experience more heat loss due to coolant than heat input due to 

cutting. 
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How to define the elements on the surfaces is one big issue because it will affect the 

heat input and output area. In the model, the maximum tool-chip contact length cl  during 

one revolution is considered as one unit because this is the maximum distance that has 

heat flow in. The rest of the rake surface will only experience cooling. However, the 

calculation time is too long if the whole rake surface is considered, and actually, the 

cooling effect on the elements far away from the ECT tip is limited. Figure 3.8 shows the 

modeling results when considering 
clmax1 ,

clmax2  and clmax3 on the rake surface. It is 

seen that there is only slightly difference in the modeling results between 
clmax1 and 

clmax2 . As for 
clmax2  and clmax3 , the temperature difference is within 0.1%. That is 

because the cooling convection depends on the interface temperature; when the element 

is away from the heat flowing zone, the temperature is not high and thus the cooling 

effect is not significant. Finally, clmax2 has been chosen to be the total heat flux 

boundary on the rake surface. 

        
Figure 3.7: Modeling result of 500rpm, 0.23m/min feed rate, at 1.27 mm height ECT 
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Another issue is about the number of elements to be divided in the tool-chip contact 

area. The more number of elements, the higher resolution the model has and the more 

accurate result can be obtained. On the other hand, longer calculation time is required. 

Figure 3.9 shows the modeling results when assuming different number of elements on 

the rake surface. The first data shows the modeling result of total 20 elements on the rake 

surface, which means 10 elements are within the maximum tool-chip contact length and 

10 elements experience cooling all the time. When the element number reduce to 10 

elements, the modeling temperature becomes higher, which might be due to the over-

estimated heat flowing area. However, when increasing the element number to 30 and 40, 

the modeling results start to converge. Therefore, 30 total elements is divided on the rake 

surface in this study. Similar process has been taken on the determination of the number 

of elements on the flank surface. The length of VB2 , which is divided into 6 elements, 

reaches good result because the tool-workpiece contact length is not changing during the 

tool revolution. 

        
Figure 3.8: Comparison of different interested total length on rake surface 
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Figure 3.10 compares the estimated temperature of different ECTs on the ball-end 

mill. Different ECTs have different heights and cutting edge radii. The higher ECTs have 

larger radii and therefore higher cutting speed. Also, higher ECTs experience larger chip 

loads and cutting forces. Hence, higher ECTs have higher estimated temperatures than 

        
Figure 3.9: Comparison of different number of elements on the rake surface 

        
Figure 3.10: Comparison of different ECT on the cutting edge 
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the lower ECT as shown in Figure 3.10. 

The effect of tool wear on the estimated tool temperature is shown in Figure 3.11. 

From Figure 3.11, the estimated temperature increases by 10°C when 3.0VB mm, a 

common tool failure criterion. This might be due to the conservative simulated cutting 

condition. The additional heat generation due to flank wear comes from the friction 

between the flank wear area and workpiece. However, the cutting velocity is low and thus 

the heat generated due to friction is much less than the heat generated due to cutting. 

Therefore, the estimated tool temperature is not significantly affected by tool wear. 

Finally, the estimated transient temperature of one full tool revolution is plotted in 

Figure 3.12. In the milling process, each ECT only engages with the workpiece during 

half of one complete rotation of the tool. The ECT cools down during the rest of the tool 

rotation. The temperature rise and fall during the entire rotation causes thermal stress, and 

is one reason for tool failure. The cooling portion of the tool rotation is calculated by 

        

Figure 3.11: Comparison of different flank wear VB 
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considering cooling effects on the rake and flank surfaces without any heat flux input. 

The modeling result shows a reasonable temperature change during the whole revolution 

of the milling tool. 

3.7 Temperature Measurement and Validation 

3.7.1 Experimental Setup 

Most researches assumed intermittent or interrupted cutting to approximate the 

milling process (Olushim and Hoshi, 1963, Wu and Mayer, 1979, Bhatia et al., 1980, 

Chakraverti et al. 1982, Stephenson and Al, 1992). Thus, they used intermittent cutting 

processes to validate their modeling results. In milling, temperature measurement is very 

difficult. Thermocouples cannot be embedded in the rotating tool at the cutting location. 

An infrared camera is often used to measure cutting temperature; however, with the use 

of the coolant, the camera view is blocked and cannot aim at the cutting zone. The drill-

        

Figure 3.12: The transient temperature of a ECT in a full revolution 
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foil thermocouple method proposed by Bono and Ni (2002) for measuring drilling 

temperature is applied in this study.  This method is not affected by the coolant supply 

and the interrupted cutting. However, the feed direction in milling is different from that in 

drilling. Therefore, the foil layer in the workpiece was embedded in the feed direction as 

shown in Figure 3.13. In this setup, every time the cutter contacts with the foil layer, a 

hot thermoelectric junction was formed. With the tool and workpiece connecting to a cold 

reference junction, a series of voltage peaks that are proportional to the junction 

temperature were measured. A 0.13 mm thick copper foil was embedded and 0.26 mm 

thick plastics were used to insulate the copper foil from the workpiece. The copper foil 

was embedded at different distance from the tool center to validate the temperature of 

different ECTs on the cutting edge. From the modeling results, the tool temperature 

increases during cutting. Therefore, tests with the copper foil embedded at the beginning-

of-cut half, which is before the maximum chip load position, and at the end-of-cut-half, 

which is after the maximum chip load position, were both conducted. 

        

Figure 3.13: Basic elements of the tool-foil thermocouple system 
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The ball-end mill used in the validation experiments was the same as in section 

2.8.1.1. The cutter geometry was extracted from the CAD model of the tool. The 

workpiece material was Ti 17 as well. The coolant was 5% CIMTECH 310 mixed with 

95% water. The spindle speed was 500 rpm, the feed rate was 0.23 m/min and the depth 

of cut was 1.27 mm, and the sampling rate was 1000 Hz. 

3.7.2 Calibration Test for WC-Co and Copper 

Before the cutting, the thermoelectric temperature measurement system needed to 

be calibrated to determine the relationship between the thermoelectric emf and the 

temperature. The emf and temperature relationship depends on the materials. In this study, 

the electric flows through a circuit connecting between the tool (WC-Co) and the 

embedded foil layer (copper). Therefore, a calibration test needs to be conducted using 

these two materials. The calibration test was based on the process detailed in 

Stephenson’s work (1991),  and the setup is shown in Figure 3.14.  

        

Figure 3.14: The setup of calibration test 
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There was a complete circuit connecting the tool and workpiece with the voltmeter. 

A thermocouple was attached to the tool-workpiece contact zone. Both signals were 

recorded by the data acquisition system developed by National Instrument. A propane 

torch aimed and heated at the tool-copper junction point. Due to the temperature 

difference of hot and cold junction in the circuit, the voltage changed when the 

temperature of the heating point increased. At the same time, the thermocouple measured 

the temperature at the hot junction. The temperature collecting by thermocouple and the 

corresponding voltage signal are shown in Figure 3.15.  

 Figure 3.16 shows the thermoelectric calibration results. Five sets of calibration 

tests were conducted and showed consistent results. The fitted line is almost linear. 

Therefore, it is acceptable to use extrapolation when the measured emf is out of the 

calibration range. 

 

        

Figure 3.15: The measured temperature and corresponding voltage signal in 

calibration test 
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3.7.3 Experimental Results 

Figure 3.17shows the voltage signal when the copper foil is embedded at a distance 

of 0.05 mm from the tool center, after the maximum chip load position. Peaks occur 

when the tool contacts the copper; the small peaks are the emf from the short flutes while 

the larger peaks are from the long flutes. The average emf of all the large peaks is 

  

Figure 3.16: Thermoelectric calibration for the copper and WC combination 

        

Figure 3.17: Experimental results for copper 3.3 mm from tool center  
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calculated and the corresponding temperature can be obtained from the thermoelectric 

calibration tests.  

The measured temperature is compared with the estimated temperature to validate 

the modeling result. Figure 3.18 compares the measured and estimated temperature for 

different ECTs at the end-of-cut half. The end-of-cut temperature of the ECT in the 

model is used for validation. The error bar for the experimental data is the standard 

deviation of experimental results, and the error bar of the modeling data is the standard 

deviation of the calculated temperature within tool-chip contact area. As the ECT radius 

increases, the cutting velocity and the chip load increase, which lead to higher generated 

energy and tool temperature. From Figure 3.18, it is shown that the experimental results 

match the modeling results well. 

        

Figure 3.18: Validation results for different ECT at the end-of-cut half 
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Figure 3.19 shows the validation results for different ECTs at the beginning-of-cut 

half. It is clearly seen from Figure 3.19 that the estimated and measured results agree well. 

Moreover, by comparing Figure 3.19 with Figure 3.17, the estimated and measured 

temperatures are much lower in Figure 3.19 than in Figure 3.17. This shows the transient 

temperature of the milling process can be captured from the model. 

The cutting temperature with the use of worn tool has also been validated. Since the 

flank wear is not uniformly distributed along the entire cutting edge, the width of the 

flank wear at different ECT is measured and then used in the model. Figure 3.20 shows 

the good agreement between the estimated and measured temperature. Comparing Figure 

3.20 with Figure 3.17, both experimental and modeling results show that the flank wear 

does not significantly affect cutting temperature under this cutting condition. 

 

        

Figure 3.19: Validation results for different ECT at the beginning-of-cut half 
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Finally, three different cutting conditions with sharp tool have been tested to 

validate the model. The cutting conditions are listed in Table 3.1.  

Table 3.1: Validation experimental conditions 

Test condition number Spindle speed 
(rpm) 

Feed 
(m/min) 

Axial depth of cut 
(mm) 

1 500 0.23 1.27 
2 1000 0.46 1.27 
3 1500 0.69 1.27 

The experimental and modeling results are shown in Figure 3.21. It is clearly seen 

that near the tool tip, the cutting temperature is similar for all three tests. However, as the 

ECT radius increases, the higher spindle speed case has significantly higher cutting 

temperature. This is because the spindle speed is the main cutting parameter which 

affects the cutting velocity. For the larger radius ECTs, the effect of the higher cutting 

velocity on the generated heat and resultant cutting temperature is more significant. Both 

experimental and modeling results show the trend and they agree with each other very 

well. 

        

Figure 3.20: Validation results for different ECT with flank wear 
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3.8 Conclusions 

This study proposes a temperature estimation model for milling process and 

considers both coolant effects and tool wear. The transient temperature during the cutting 

cycle is calculated based on the time-dependent heat generation and the varying tool-chip 

contact area. Moreover, a tool-foil thermocouple method is used to measure the cutting 

temperature during the milling instead of the traditional embedded thermo-couple method. 

This measuring technique is able to reach the real cutting zone with simple and easy 

experimental setup. Finally, the good agreement between the experimental and modeling 

results validates the proposed model with the use of sharp and worn tools in different 

cutting conditions. 

 

        
Figure 3.21: Validation results for different cutting condition 
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CHAPTER 4 

INTEGRATED MODEL FOR TOOL WEAR ESTIMATION AND 

TOOL LIFE PREDICTION 

4.1 Nomenclature 

wd  the depth of flank wear 

F  normal load in Archard’s wear equation  

cutF  cutting force of ECT 

cwF  component of force in cutting direction on flank surface due to wear 

fF  frictional force on rake surface of ECT 

thF  thrust force of ECT 

twF  component of force in thrust direction on flank surface due to wear 

f  ratio between the shear strength of worn surface to the shear flow stress 

H  temperature dependent hardness 

K  wear coefficient 

k  shear flow stress 

L  width of cutting edge of ECT 

ECTR  radius of ECT 

S  sliding distance 
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revS  cutting length of ECT in one revolution 

ct  uncut chip thickness 

'ct  cut chip thickness 

V  cutting velocity 

eVB  flank wear of ECT 

adW  worn volume by adhesion 

n  normal rake angle of ECT 

  clearance angle of ECT 

c  chip flow angle of ECT 

0  tool tip normal stress of ECT 

  shear strain 

4.2 Introduction 

For the machining process, tool wear is the most direct phenomena which can 

determine whether the tool is failed or not. When machining using worn tools, the forces 

increase and result in the instability of machining process. Moreover, using worn tool 

may lead to dimensional error of the machined product due to the change of cutter 

geometry. Also, the increasing contact area between the tool and workpiece on the flank 

surface will cause ploughing or rubbing effects on the machined surface and degrade the 

roughness of the surface.  

In industry, understanding the tool wear situation on the manufacturing line is very 

important. Several on-line detection techniques have been utilized to monitor tool failure 
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during the machining process. One of the commonly used methods is to monitor the force 

signal during the process. When the tool starts to wear, extra force is generated due to the 

contact between the tool flank surface and workpiece. With setting threshold of the forces, 

the tool can be changed before excessive tool wear occurs and damages the workpiece.  

In this study, the concept of increasing forces due to tool wear is extended to a wear 

progression estimation model. By considering the relationship between the tool wear and 

the forces due to tool wear, a model is proposed to predict how the tool wear and forces 

grow along with cutting time. Validation experiments are performed starting with a new 

tool used for slot cutting. The force data is collected and the tool wear is measured 

periodically to be compared with the modeling results.  

4.3 Literature Review 

4.3.1 Tool Wear Model 

The modeling of tool flank wear has been long studied. It is generally believed that 

wear is complicated; several different wear mechanisms might be involved in one process 

(Meng and Ludema, 1995, Kato, 2002). Among all different wear mechanisms, abrasion, 

adhesion and diffusion are considered as the dominant mechanisms which lead to flank 

wear. Some researchers believed that all three mechanisms contribute to the progression 

of flank wear. They assumed that the wear mechanisms are independent, and they 

combined different individual wear mechanism models into one tool flank wear model. 

Luo et al. (2005) simply combined abrasion/ adhesion model from Archard (1953) and 

diffusion model from Usui and Shirakashi (1984) by adding the two different wear 
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models together for the prediction of flank wear of carbide tool inserts. Huang and Liang 

(2004) modeled the flank wear in orthogonal cutting by adding the flank wear from 

abrasive wear model (Rabinowicz et al., 1961), adhesion model (Usui et al, 1978), and 

diffusion model (Kannatey-Asibu, 1985). Similar approach has been taken by Li and 

Liang (2005, 2007). Their model has been validated under both dry and flood coolant 

machining processes.  

There are two main concerns of these models. First, a lot of experiments needed to 

be conducted in order to fit the wear coefficients of each wear mechanism. The 

coefficients of each wear mechanism needed to be determined from series of calibration 

tests with individual experimental setup. Second, they assumed that all the wear 

mechanisms are independent, but the wear mechanisms are closely related. This might 

explain the considerable discrepancy between the modeling and experimental results in 

both Li and Liang (2004) and Huang and Liang’s work (2007).  

Literature suggested that straight WC-Co has very high abrasion resistance thus 

adhesion and diffusion wear dominates (Upadhyaya, 1998, Pirso et al. 2006). Diffusion 

wear is mainly caused by the high cutting temperature, especially when the temperature is 

higher than 1000°C (Arsecularantne, 2006). However, the temperature is relatively low in 

milling because it is discontinuous cutting process and the cutting edges are able to cool 

down during the non-cutting half of rotation. Also, the effect of diffusion mechanism is 

more significant on crater wear than flank wear because the temperature on rake surface 

is significantly higher than that on flank surface (Stephenson and Agapior, 1997). Thus, 

adhesion wear is considered as the dominant wear mechanism on flank surface in this 

study. 
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Adhesion wear, is categorized as mechanical wear, which is caused from the 

contact between two or three material surfaces. Thus, contact mechanics based equations 

were the basis of the modeling of mechanical wear. Archard (1953) proposed an 

interpretation equation on the phenomena occurring at nominally flat surfaces in sliding 

contact. In his equation, the wear volume was proportional to sliding distance, contact 

forces and inversely proportional to hardness of the material with a coefficient K . The 

coefficient K  is dependent on the distribution of the area contact between the surfaces. 

Later, several researchers extended the tool wear models based on Archard’s wear 

equation by making different assumptions for the wear coefficient K . Shaw and Dirke 

(1956) extended it to adhesion wear by assuming the wear coefficient as the probability 

of producing a wear particle when encountered one asperity. Later, Usui and Shirakashi 

(1984) rewrote their models by introducing the normal stress at the contact surface. 

Furthermore, they assumed that the material strength and diffusion were both affected by 

the temperature and came out with a diffusion wear model which is similar to Trigger and 

Chao’s work (1956).  Zhao (2002) et al. applied Usui and Shirakashi’s model for 

predicting flank wear in the case of orthogonal cutting process with internal cooling and 

got good results.  

From the literature review, Archard’s wear equation has been the basis of tool wear 

model for over fifty years. Based on different initial assumptions, Archard’s equation has 

been derived for different wear mechanisms, which were summarized in Hutching’s 

study (1992). However, most of these works were for oblique cutting process and the 

applications focused on turning process. Few studies worked on the prediction of tool 

wear in milling process; regression models based on experimental results were the main 
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approach (Ong and Manna, 2003, Hughes et al., 2006, Ezugwu et al., 2007). In this 

dissertation, the wear model for milling process is developed based on Archard’s 

equation with the assumption that adhesion wear is the main dominant mechanism. 

4.3.2 Milling Tool Life Model 

Tool life is always an important indicator when analyzing the tool performance. It 

affects the efficiency very much: every time the tool fails, the machining process needs to 

be stopped and the tool changing time lowers the productivity of the manufacturing 

process. It also affects the product quality dramatically: if machining with worn tool, the 

surface roughness of the product is poor and the error of the machined products might be 

extremely large. Therefore, tool life estimation has become an important goal especially 

in the machining system of a product line.  

Tool life is very sensitive to several factors, such as the tool material, the machine 

stability, the cutting condition and the cutter geometry. Therefore, in early years, 

researchers used experimental approach to understand the distribution of tool life and 

used the distribution models for predicting tool life (Wager et al., 1971, DeVor et al., 

1977, Hitomi et al., 1979). Taylor’s life equation was one of the first empirical models 

which related the cutting velocity with tool life. The extended Taylor equation, which 

was expressed in terms of cutting speed, feed and depth of cut, included the most 

important cutting parameters with empirical constants obtained from experiments (Cook, 

1973). Several studies applied either the Taylor equation or the extended Taylor equation 

in the milling process to model the tool life or to do cutting process optimization 
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(Tolouei-rad and Bidhendi, 1997, Amaitik et al., 2006, Ginting and Nouari, 2007, Pan et 

al, 2009).  

Although Taylor tool life equation is widely used in the modeling of tool life, it 

actually was developed for continuous cutting process. Therefore, using Taylor’s 

equation to estimate the milling tool life is not an appropriate approach. Experimental 

approach has become the main method for modeling milling tool life. In these studies, 

series of experiments were conducted and different techniques were applied for the model. 

One commonly method was using the regression analysis, such as second order equation 

(Sikdar et al., 1992), linear mixed effects model (Chakraborty et al., 2008) and response 

surface methodology (Alauddin et al., 1997). Because of the improvement of 

computational system, numerical method such as abductive network (Tsai et al., 2005, 

Lin et al., 2006) and artificial neural network (Palanisamy et al., 2008) were used. It is 

concluded that tool life modeling is still concentrated on the experiment-based approach. 

Series of experiments were required to fit the prediction equations.  

4.4 Model Construction 

First, the flutes of the mill are divided into numerous wedge-shaped elemental 

cutting tools (ECT), treating each element as though it undergoes oblique cutting 

independently. Each ECT experiences individual cutting condition and thus has 

individual flank wear. This concept has been widely accepted for the modeling of milling 

process. 
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4.4.1 Flank Wear Model 

From the literature review, it is generally accepted that Archard’s wear equation is 

the foundation model for the prediction of tool wear volume. The Archard’s wear 

equation is shown in equation (4.1) (1953). 

H

KFS
Wad

3
  (4.1) 

For each ECT, the thrust force is not constant due to the varying chip load. The 

average elemental thrust force in the half cutting revolution in milling process is applied 

as the normal load F  in the equation (4.1). The cutting length S  is the multiple of the 

distance the ECT travels during the cutting half revolution.  

ECTrev RnnSS   (4.2) 

H  is the hardness of the worn material, which is the tool material WC-Co. In this 

study, the material softening due to cutting temperature is considered. The temperature 

dependent hardness is applied according to the experimental result conducted by Milman 

et al. (1997). The cutting temperature of each ECT is calculated from the model proposed 

in Chapter 3. The average hardness corresponding to the transient temperature is applied 

to equation (4.1). 

The wear coefficient K  is one important parameter in Archard’s wear equation, 

which is mostly obtained mechanistically from calibration tests for different tool and 

workpiece combination. Challen and Oxley (1979, 1986) proposed an analytical model 

for the estimation of Archard’s wear coefficient. They considered the original definition 
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of the wear coefficient, the probability that the wear particle forms when one asperity 

contact with a flat surface, and proposed a fatigue mechanism to estimate this 

“probability.” They analyzed the slip-line field of the material being pushed up by 

asperity and used the strain of the material to solve the number of loading cycles to 

produce a wear particle. Sliding friction is used to calculate the magnitude of the 

resulting plastic strain increments which progressively deform the surface. The calculated 

incremental strains are used to estimate wear rates, and are expressed in terms of 

Archard’s wear coefficient. The wear coefficient K  is calculated by the following 

equation.  

D

p

DC

r
K







1

3/139



  (4.3) 

The wear coefficient K  is derived from the deformation energy, shear strain and a 

low cycle fatigue equation. With given constants C  and D , K  can be determined from 

this equation. r , and p can all be obtained from the slip-line field analysis as shown 

in Figure 4.1.  p  is calculated from the relative velocity between the asperity and the 

surface. r  is obtained from the angle between the surface and the asperity, and the ratio 

between the shear strength of worn surface to the shear flow stress, k , which can be 

obtained from the cutting theory book (Stephenson and Agapior, 1997). 
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The cutting parameters of each ECT are obtained from the mechanistic force model 

proposed in Chapter 2. Then the worn volume adW  can be calculated with Archard’s wear 

equation. 

Figure 4.2 shows the geometry of tool tip with flank wear. The dark portion is the 

        

Figure 4.1: Slip-line field of the sliding friction between worn surface and wear 

asperity (Challen et al., 1986) 

(a)                                                                 (b) 

        
Figure 4.2: Tool geometry of flank wear of sharp tool (a) positive rake angle  

(b) negative rake angle 
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worn volume adW , with width of the cutting edge. The geometry relationship can be 

derived from Figure 4.2. The average flank wear eVB  and depth of worn volume wd  can 

be solved by two equations, (4.5) and (4.6). 

L
dVB

W we

ad 



2

 (4.5) 

   tantan  nwew dVBd  (4.6) 

The addition and subtraction in equation (4.6) is determined by whether the rake 

angle is positive or negative. If there is flank wear existed on the tool, the tool geometry 

and the flank wear is shown in Figure 4.3. It is clearly seen that for both positive and 

negative rake angle cases, the dark portion is in a shape of trapezoid. Therefore the 

average flank wear eVB  and depth of worn volume wd   for both cases can be solved by 

equations (4.7) and (4.8).  

L
dd

xVBW wnw
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tan22

tan
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0
 (4.7) 




tan
tan0

w

nwe

d
dVBVB   (4.8) 

Similarly to the sharp tool case, in the case of positive rake angle, it is subtraction in 

equations (4.7) and (4.8); vice versa. 
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4.4.2 Iteration Process 

From Archard’s wear model, the tool wear is strongly related to the forces. 

However, at the same time, the occurrence of flank wear makes the contact area between 

the tool and workpiece increase and results in increasing force during cutting process 

(Smithy et al., 2000, 2001). In this study, an iterative methodology between the flank 

wear and worn tool forces for the prediction of tool wear has been proposed. The study 

integrates the existing tool wear model and the force model of worn tools, and further 

applies these models in the milling process. With the use of the developed model, the tool 

wear progression along with cutting time can be estimated without any on-line measurement.  

The flow chart of the iteration of flank wear calculation is shown in Figure 4.4. The 

tool is assumed to start from a new, sharp condition, and the cutting parameters and the 

forces of sharp tool are calculated based on Chapter 2. With the parameters as inputs, the 

wear coefficient and tool flank wear after cutting a certain time period can be calculated 

from equations in section 4.4.1.  

(a)                                                                 (b) 

        
Figure 4.3: Tool geometry of flank wear of worn tool (a) positive rake angle   

(b) negative rake angle 
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After knowing the flank wear, the cutting forces of worn tool are obtained from the 

works in section 2.7. In short, the total forces of worn ECT can be calculated by adding 

the forces of sharp tool with the forces on the flank wear area. 

 clatcwcutctwthw tVFVFFtFFFd


  (4.9) 

Now there is an updated thrust force on the tool which affects the wear volume 

calculation. So the updated thrust force is used in the Archard’s wear equations and the 

worn volume under that thrust force after another time period can be calculated.  At the 

same time, the temperature model is applied for cutting tool with flank wear and thus the 

temperature-dependent hardness can be updated as well. Now the tool is no longer sharp, 

so instead of equations (4.5) and (4.6), equations (4.7) and (4.8) are used to solve the 

flank wear. This iteration between the flank wear and the forces of worn tool keeps going 

until cutting reaches the end. 

        
Figure 4.4: Flank wear model flow chart 
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Each elemental cutting tool has its own tool flank wear value eVB . By connecting 

the flank wear of each ECT, the distribution of the flank wear on the cutting tool could be 

analyzed. Also, the maximum flank wear of all the ECTs can be used as the indication of 

tool life. 

4.5 Validation Experiments for Tool Wear 

4.5.1 Face Turning with Round Inserts 

Face turning experiments were conducted for the validation of tool wear modeling. 

Although the face turning process has simple cutter geometry, it has different cutting 

conditions along the cutting edge. The measurement of tool wear on the turning insert is 

easier and more accurate than that on the milling tools. Therefore face turning process is 

used for the validation for the tool wear distribution along the cutting edge.  

The experimental setup is the same as the one in the cutting force validation 

experiments in turning in section 2.8.1.2. Four different cutting conditions have been 

conducted, as shown in Table 4.1. From the table, it can be seen that the simulation 

results agree with experimental results. However, the simulation results under-predicted 

the tool wear. The discrepancy might be due to difference between the tool material used 

for force calibration (WC-10%Co) and the material of the turning inserts (WC-6%Co).  

In the force validation experiments in section 2.8.1.2, the forces are underestimated. Thus, 

it is reasonable that the tool wear is also underestimated in the modeling results due to the 

smaller forces.   
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The distribution of the flank wear on the inserts was observed and compared with 

the modeling results in Figure 4.5. It is clearly seen that the modeling distribution 

actually matched up with the experimental results quite well. The predicted maximum 

flank wear position corresponded to the experimental observation picture. Also, the 

slightly increasing portion and dramatically decreasing portion were captured in the 

modeling results.  

(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.5  Comparison of the flank wear distribution (a) observation from 

experiment and (b) modeling results  

Table 4.1: The experimental and modeling results under different cutting conditions 

Cutting Condition Experimental Model 
Feed Rate 
(m/min) SFM DOC (mm) Flank Wear(mm) Flank Wear(mm) 

0.127 250 0.127 0.047 0.0406 
0.127 350 0.127 0.066 0.0424 
0.381 250 0.381 0.23 0.2266 
0.127 350 0.381 0.11 0.1069 
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4.5.2 Slot Milling with Ball-end Mill 

 A series of validation experiments were also done to verify the tool wear 

progression and the corresponding forces with tool wear. The tests were conducted as the 

same experimental setup in section 2.8.1.1. Two different cutting conditions have been 

tested and the parameters are shown in Table 4.2. For each test condition, three 

experiments were done to verify the repeatability under the same cutting condition. 

  A new tool was used to repeat cutting full slots of 14.2 cm in length. The forces 

during the whole cutting process were recorded, and compared with the modeling results 

as several time intervals. The flank wear was measured with the use of PG-1000 at each 

time interval. 

Figure 4.6 shows the experimental and modeling results of both flank wear and 

cutting forces in a total 303 seconds of cutting time of the first test. The average flank 

wear of the four flutes reaches 0.1728 mm in experiments after cutting 303 seconds; 

while the modeling flank wear is about 0.18 mm for all the flutes. The discrepancy 

between the flutes might be due to the assumption of no tool run-out and deflection in the 

model. However, the average flank wear of the four flutes match up with the modeling 

results very well. Figure 4.6 (b) to (f) show the cyclic cutting forces of experimental and 

modeling results of the first test at each point right before the flank wear is measured, 

Table 4.2: Validation experimental conditions 

Test condition number Spindle speed 
(rpm) 

Feed 
(m/min) 

Axial depth of 
cut (mm) 

1 3000 1.27 1.27 
2 3500 0.64 2.54 
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which is approximately after cutting 60, 120, 180, 240 and 300 seconds. The model 

estimates the increasing forces very well. 

(a)                                                      (b) 

 
(c)                                                     (d) 

 
(e)                                                     (f) 

  
Figure 4.6: Experimental and modeling result of the 1

st
 test (a) flank wear (b) 

cutting force after 60 seconds (c) 120 seconds (d) 180 seconds (e) 240 seconds (f) 300 

seconds 
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Figure 4.7(a) shows the flank wear from both experiment and model in 487 seconds 

of cutting time of the second test. The modeling result after cutting 487 seconds is 0.102 

mm as the average of four flutes and the average flank wear in the experiment is 0.129 

mm. The model slightly underestimates the flank wear. This might be due to the tool run-

out. The run-out makes two flutes wear faster than the other two, which can be observed 

that the tool wear of the four flutes separate into two separate groups. Tool run-out also 

leads to larger forces, and even more tool wear during the cutting process. Figure 4.7(b) 

to (f) show the cyclic forces of the second test at every 97 seconds of cut. Conclusions 

similar to Figure 4.6 can be drawn. A little more discrepancy can be observed in this 

cutting test due to the instability problems caused by the larger depth of cut. In general, 

the modeling results match up with the experimental results very well. 
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(a)                                                        (b) 

 
(c)                                                       (d) 

 
(e)                                                     (f) 

  
Figure 4.7: Experimental and modeling result of the 2

nd
 test (a) flank wear (b) 

cutting force after 97 seconds (c) 194 seconds (d) 291 seconds (e) 388 seconds (f) 485 

seconds 
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4.6 Estimation of Tool Life 

Flank wear is a commonly used indicator for determining tool life. Based on the 

required quality of the product, the criterion of flank wear is set. When the tool flank 

wear reaches the criterion, the tool is determined to be failed and needs to be replaced by 

a new tool to finish the machining works. In this study, the tool wear progression along 

with the cutting time is estimated. Therefore, with a given flank wear criterion, the model 

is able to estimate the total cutting time before the tool reaches failure criterion. A series 

of tool failure experiments have been conducted to compare with the modeling result. 

The experimental setup is the same as the one in section 2.8.1.1. The cutting conditions 

are listed in Table 4.3. 

For all the tests, the tool starts cutting from a new sharp condition, and keeps 

cutting full slots of 14.2 cm in length. The tool wear on all four flutes is measured every 

ten slots of cut. If any one of the flutes has flank wear larger than the criterion, the tool is 

determined as failed. The tool wear criterion in this study is set to be 0.3mm, which is 

suggested from industry practice. In the model, the calculation iteration is every 10 

seconds and the iteration stops whenever the tool wear reaches 0.3mm. 

Table 4.3: The cutting conditions of tool failure experiments 

Test condition number Spindle speed 
(rpm) 

Feed 
(m/min) 

Axial depth of 
cut (mm) 

1 3500 2.54 2.54 
2 3500 1.27 2.54 
3 3500 0.64 2.54 
4 3500 2.54 2.03 
5 3500 2.54 1.27 
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Figure 4.8 shows the comparison of tool life from experimental and modeling 

results. In Figure 4.8 (a), all the different cutting conditions have been compared and it is 

clearly seen that the modeling result overestimated in most cases slightly; while only case 

number three has huge discrepancy. The discrepancy between the experimental and 

modeling results might be due to several reasons. First of all, from the tool wear 

validation tests in section 4.5.2, the model slightly underestimates the experimental wear 

progression. Thus the tool life will be overestimated with the cumulative error. Second, 

from the observation of tool wear progression in section 4.5.2, the flank wear progression 

on four flutes is not consistent. Tool run-out causes the discrepancy of the four flutes 

(a) 

 
(b)                                                               (c) 

 
Figure 4.8  Experimental and modeling result of the tool life validation (a) all cutting 

condition (b) spindle speed 3500 rpm, depth of cut 2.54 mm with different feed rate 

(c) spindle speed 3500 rpm, feed rate 2.54 m/min with different feed rate 
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while the modeling result shows the same amount of wear on all of them. For the tool life 

experiments, whenever one of the four flutes reaches the flank wear criterion, the tool is 

determined to be failed. Thus, it is very likely that the experimental tool life is shorter 

than the modeling result. The effect of tool run-out on uneven wear in four flutes is 

obvious in Figure 4.7(a), which has the same cutting condition as case number three in 

the tool life validation experiments. The fastest worn flute in Figure 4.7 (a) already has 

0.17mm wear while the modeling wear is only 0.11 mm. If we simply assume a linear 

wear increasing along with time from Figure 4.7 (a), the fastest worn flute will reach 

flank wear criterion after cutting 869 seconds and the modeled flank wear will reach the 

criterion after cutting 1766 seconds. The number is very closed to the discrepancy of case 

number three in the tool life validation experiments. Thus, it is reasonable to conclude 

that if considering the tool run-out effect in the model, or after eliminating the run-out in 

the experimental setup, this model is able to estimate tool life very well.  

Moreover, the comparison between different feed rate and depth of cut is shown in 

Figure 4.8 (b) and (c). In Figure 4.8 (b), tests 1, 2 and 3, which have same spindle speed 

and depth of cut but varying feed rate, are plotted. The higher feed rate results in larger 

cutting force on the tool and thus leads to shorter tool life. In Figure 4.8 (c), the tests with 

same spindle speed and feed rate but varying depth of cut are compared. For the larger 

depth of cut, the tool experiences larger total cutting force as well. Also, with the larger 

depth of cut, the tool also experiences higher cutting speed and cutting temperature. 

Therefore, the tool life of test 5 should be slightly longer than test 1 and test 4. By 

comparing Figure 4.8 (b) and (c), it is clearly seen that the tool life is influenced by the 
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feed rate more significantly than the depth of cut. It agrees with common machining 

application that the feed rate is always the most important parameters to be adjusted. 

4.7 Summary 

In this study, an iterative methodology between the wear and the forces for the 

estimation of tool wear is proposed The study integrates the existing tool wear model and 

the force model of worn tools, and further applies these models in the milling process. 

The cutting forces during the milling processes result in tool wear, and at the same time, 

the tool wear increases the cutting forces. Therefore, by continuing the iteration between 

the flank wear and the forces of the worn tool, flank wear can be estimated without on-

line measurement. The material softening is also included by applying temperature 

dependent hardness. Validation experiments have been conducted. A sharp tool was used 

to cut full slots until it is worn, and the forces were recorded during the cutting processes. 

Tool flank wear was also measured every time interval. The good agreement between the 

experimental and modeling results for both the tool wear and the forces of worn tool 

suggests that the model works well to estimate the flank wear. Finally, the model is used 

for predicting tool life with given flank wear criterion. Several cutting conditions have 

been tested experimentally and compared with the modeling result. The model shows 

geed agreement with different cutting conditions and thus can be a good insight of 

evaluating tool performance for higher machining efficiency. 
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CHAPTER 5 

AN ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR STRESS DISTRIBUTION 

CALCULATION 

5.1 Nomenclature 

E  Young’s modulus of the tool material 

nF  normal force on rake surface of ECT 

cl  tool-chip contact length 

m  total number of elements on flank surface 

n  total number of elements on rake surface 

0p  stress at the tool tip on rake surface 

Fp  prescribed normal stress on flank surface 

Rp  prescribed normal stress on rake surface 

Fp'  real normal loads on rake surface 

Rp'  real shear loads on rake surface 

Fq  prescribed shear stress on flank surface 

Rq  prescribed shear stress on rake surface 

Fq'  real shear loads on flank surface 

Rq'  real shear loads on rake surface 
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0T  room temperature 

  thermal expansion coefficient of tool material 

  angle between the rake and flank coordinate 

  friction coefficient between the tool and chip 

  Poisson’s ratio of tool material 

F  resultant normal load on flank surface from real loads on rake 

R  resultant normal load on rake surface from real loads on flank 

F

therm  thermal stress in the normal direction flank surface 

R

therm  thermal stress in the normal direction on rake surface  

F  resultant shear load on flank surface from real loads on rake 

R  resultant shear load on rake surface from real loads on flank 

F

therm  thermal stress in the shear direction on flank surface 

R

therm  thermal stress in the shear direction on rake surface 

5.2 Introduction 

The gradually increasing tool wear is considered as the main mechanism which 

leads to tool failure. However, sometimes tool fails unexpectedly during the machining 

process. One of the most common reasons that lead to unexpected tool failure is edge 

chipping, which has been observed frequently in the milling of titanium alloys (Ginting 

and Nouari, 2002, A.K.M. Nurul Amin et al., 2007). Edge chipping happens due to the 

excessive stress in the tool, and the excessive stress is expected in the milling of titanium 

alloys.  
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The stress in the tool has two main components: the mechanical stress resulting 

from the cutting force, and the thermal stress resulting from the cutting temperature. In 

the milling of titanium alloys, the cutting force is large due to the high strength of the 

material; at the same time, the cutting temperature is also high due to the low thermal 

conductivity of the material. Moreover, the load-unload and heat-cooling cycle in the 

milling process result in not only the excessive stress but also fatigue damage in the tool.  

In this chapter, based on the previous modeling technique of cutting force and 

temperature, the stress in the tool has been calculated and analyzed. Mechanical stress 

and thermal stress are combined using boundary element method. The stress distribution 

in the milling tool is examined with a brittle fracture analysis to evaluate the tool design. 

Stress concentration points in a tool design have been identified and edge chipping at 

those points in the real cutting tests has been observed. 

5.3 Literature Review 

The stress of the tool has been observed and studied for a long time. Since the stress 

loading is directly applied on the surfaces of the tool, early studies focused on 

understanding the contact conditions on the tool-chip interface. Like all the studies 

related to machining, people started to investigate the stresses from experimental 

approach. A variety of experimental techniques have been applied for analysis of the tool 

stress distribution along the tool-chip contact zone. Photoelastic tools were used for 

observing the stress distribution (Usui and Takerama, 1960, Bagchi and Wright, 1987). 

However, divergent results were observed and it was believed that when using this 

approach, the results varied based on the cutting conditions and the workpiece materials 
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(Arsecularatne, 1996). Split-tool dynamometer method was used to obtain the stress 

distribution with more aggressive cutting conditions and different tool materials, 

comparing to the photoelastic method. The split-tool method used a composite tool 

divided into two parts, and measured the forces on each of the part then calculated the 

stresses from the force data (Kato et al., 1972, Barrow et al., 1982, Buryta et al., 1994). 

Figure 5.1 shows the divergent results from experimental approach. From the figure, it 

can be concluded in general that the normal stress is exponentially decreased from the 

tool tip to the tool-chip contact length. The shear strength has a stick-slip zone which 

separates about half of the contact length. 

Later, researchers combined the knowledge of cutting forces and the stress 

distribution on the rake face to analyze the stress inside of the tool. In early years, 

analytical method for analyzing the tool stress was studied. Archibald (1956) analyzed 

the stress in the tool by assuming a linearly decreasing normal stress and a corresponding 

shear stress on the rake face of the tool. A polar coordinate system and the series solution 

approach were used to solve the stress problem.  Chandrasekaran and Nagarajan (1980) 

 

Figure 5.1  Stress distributions in literature (Atakhov and Outeiro, 2005) 
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started from the stress inside an elastic edge under a single concentration load at the apex, 

and applied the time-dependent loading condition in the milling process. At the same 

time, researchers started to address on the importance of thermal stress, especially in 

intermittent cutting such as milling. Several temperature models and the thermal stress 

calculations on the cutting tools have been analyzed together using analytical method 

(Bhatia et al., 1980, Uehara, 1981, Chakraverti et al., 1984).  

Finite element method became the dominant technique for analyzing the machining 

problem after the computational system improves dramatically from 1990 

(Chandrasekaran, 1991, Zhou et al., 1994, Monaghan and MacGinley, 1999, Astakhov 

and Outeiro, 2005).  However, finite element method is extremely sensitive to the 

parameters chosen in the model, such as mesh size, and it requires precise material 

properties to obtain good results. Moreover, the model needs to be reconstructed 

whenever the geometry is changed, which means, for each ECT on the milling tool, it 

requires a new FEM model for analysis. Thus, a more time efficient and robust model is 

necessary for analyzing the stress on the complicated milling tool.   

5.4 Stress Calculation in the Tool 

The whole cutting edge of the milling tool has been discretized into several ECTs as 

well in the stress calculation. During the milling process, the total loads the ECT 

experienced is the elemental cutting forces. On the rake surface, there are the friction 

force fF and the normal force nF ; while on the flank surface, there are also the friction 

force cwF and the normal force twF , as modeled in Chapter 2. This total loads are actually 
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contributed by the thermal stress and the “real” mechanical stress loaded on the boundary. 

Boundary element method is used to determine the “real” mechanical stress on both the 

rake and flank surfaces. Finally, the stress in the tool is the summation of the thermal and 

mechanical stresses from the “real” loads at the tool surfaces. 

5.4.1 Model Development Approaches 

First, elastic half-space case with line loading was assumed for the mechanical 

loading on the tool surface. A state of plane strain is produced in the half-space due to 

line loading. However, the wedge-shaped ECT made the assumption of half-space 

unrealistic. In order to apply the calculation of line loading in elastic-half space on the 

wedge-shaped tool, it is assumed that on the other side of the wedge, there is another 

boundary which experiences the resultant stress and has its own loading condition at the 

surface.  

The problem can be decomposed into two loading problems, one on the rake 

surface and the other on the flank surface. If some normal and shear stresses are applied 

on the rake surface, there will be resultant normal and shear stresses on the flank surface; 

vice versa. Therefore on each surface, there will be some real applied stresses, the 

resultant stresses from the loading on the other surface, and the thermal stress due to 

temperature rise. The summation of them will equal to the prescribed stress distribution 

on the surfaces as shown in Figure 5.1. Now the stress distribution becomes the boundary 

conditions and the real applied loads are the unknowns. Boundary element method (BEM)  

is used to solve the real applied loads on both rake and flank surfaces.  
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With the use of BEM, the surfaces need to be discretized into numerous elements. It 

is assumed that each element is under uniform normal and shear stresses.  The stresses on 

the mid-point of the element will be used as the uniform load on the element. Figure 5.2 

shows the stress distribution on the rake surface, R

ip and R

i , and the real loads R

ip' , R

iq' . 

It also shows how coordinate rotates when transforming the resultant stress from rake 

surface to the flank coordinates. The subscript i means the piecewise stress at the thi  

element on rake surface. The superscripts R and F show that the stresses are in either the 

rake or flank coordinate. 

 

Figure 5.2  Rake surface loading and coordinate transformation 
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From Johnson’s book (1987), the stresses of arbitrary point in the half-space body 

under uniform pressure p and tangential traction q are listed from equation (5.1) to (5.3). 

The coordinate of the half-space body and the stress loading are shown in Figure 5.3. 
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Using coordinate transformation, the resultant stresses on the flank surface can be 

calculated.  

 

Figure 5.3  Half-space body with uniform normal and tangential stress  

(Johnson, 1987) 
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For each element on the flank surface, it will experience stresses resulted from all 

elemental loads on the rake surfaces. Therefore, the resultant stress on one element on the 

flank surface is the summation of  the resultant stresses from all elemental loading on 

rake. 
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jijijiji DCBA ,,, are the coefficients after substituting equations (5.4),(5.5),(5.6) into 

equations (5.1) and (5.3). The total stresses on one of the element on the flank surface 

include the resultant stresses from rake, the real load on flank, and the thermal stress.  
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The same derivation process can be performed on the rake surface, as shown in 

equations (5.11) and (5.12). 
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From equations (5.9) to (5.12), there are  mn2  equations and  mn2  

unknowns. Thus the real loads F

j

F

j

R

i

R

i qpqp ',',',' can be solved from all the linear 

equations.  

After knowing the real loads on the rake and flank surfaces, the mechanical stress 

results from the real load at any point in the tool can be calculated from equations (5.1) to 

(5.3). The thermal stress calculation will be explained in section 5.4.3. The total stress at 

any point in the tool is the summation of both mechanical and thermal stresses. The total 

stress matrix is a three-dimensional Cauchy stress tensor. The three principal stresses of 

each ECT can be calculated. The maximum of these three principal stresses, which is a 

tensile stress, is considered as the main indicator to evaluate the tool because the WC-Co 

is a brittle material which has lower tensile strength. 

5.4.2 Stress Distribution on the Tool Boundary 

The loads on the boundary are calculated from the forces, which can be determined 

from the mechanistic force model. It is generally accepted that the normal stress 

exponentially decreases from the tip and becomes zero at the tool-chip contact length cl , 

and the shear stress has a stick-slip zone. The stress on the flank surface is based on the 

model introduced in section 2.7. The total stress loads for both rake and flank surfaces are 

illustrated in Figure 5.4. 
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Accordingly, the normal and shear stress distribution on the rake surface can be 

modeled from the following equations. 

2
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and  xpxq RR )( ,    if 2

clx  .
 

(5.15) 

x is the distance from the tool tip, and  is the friction coefficient. The normal 

stress is resulted from the normal force acting on the rake surface. 

 
Figure 5.4  Stress distribution on the tool surfaces 
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Since nF is known, max stress Rp0 can be obtained. The shear stress is resulted from 

the friction force acting on the rake surface. The stress Rq0 can be obtained by equation 

(5.17) as well. 
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When the tool is sharp, it is assumed the tool is not contacting with the workpiece 

surface on the flank surface. So the prescribed normal and shear stresses at the flank 

surface is zero. When the tool is worn, the normal and shear stresses on the tool flank 

surface is based on the study of Smithy et al.(2000, 2001), and the equations are listed as 

equation (2.35) to (2.38). 

5.4.3 Calculation of Thermal Stress 

The temperature change during the cutting process causes the tool to expand or 

contract. The expansion and contraction are constrained by the chip and the workpiece 

thus the thermal stress is created. Therefore, the thermal stress is not caused simply by 

the temperature change of the material itself but due to the contact with nearby 

environment.  

In this study, the thermal stress calculation is different when the point is on the 

boundary or inside of the tool. It is assumed that the tool is not deformed so the points on 
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the boundaries are fully constrained in the normal direction. Thus the stresses in the 

normal direction on rake and flank surfaces are calculated from equation (5.18). 
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  (5.18) 

The stress in the shear direction on the boundaries is from the friction between the 

tool and the chip or workpiece caused by expansion.  

ii    (5.19) 

The normal and shear stresses on the boundary are used for the real load calculation 

in section 5.4.2. 

For the points inside the tool, the stress is assumed always in the normal direction, 

so there is no shear stress. The stress inside of the tool is caused by the contractions or 

expansions from the nearby points. Thus, the temperature difference between the nearby 

points result in the stress at the interested point.  

The stresses in either the x direction or z  direction, as the coordinate shown in 

Figure 5.2, are calculated based on the nearby points’ temperature.  
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For x  stress, 1iT and 1iT are the temperatures at the points nearby in the 

x direction; similarly, for z stress, the temperatures are at the points nearby in the 

z direction.  
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5.5 Modeling Results 

The model is calculated based on the cutter geometry same as the previous chapters. 

The cutting force data is from Chapter 2, and the cutting temperature is from Chapter 3. 

The cutting condition of spindle speed 3500 rpm, feed rate 2.54 m/min, the depth of cut 

2.54 mm is used in the following modeling results. The stress in the milling process is 

varying all the time. There is cyclic stress loading in the tool revolution, and the tool 

stress is also different when the tool has different flank wear. The following modeling 

results show the cyclic stress and stress distribution in both sharp tool and worn tool with 

0.3 mm flank wear.   

5.5.1 Stress of Sharp tool 

Figure 5.5 plots the stress distribution in the ECT when it starts engaging in cutting 

and when it is at the end-of-cut in one cutting cycle. At the beginning-of-cut, the tool-

chip contact length is short, and the cutting temperature is still low. The maximum stress 

locates on the rake surface at 0.01 mm distance from the ECT tip. After the cutting cycle, 

the tool experiences a variant tool-chip contact length with changing stress and heat flux. 

The complicated heating and loading cycles result in two local maximum stress points on 

the rake surface. The local maximum which is further from the ECT tip is resulted from 

the thermal stress due to the heating and cooling in the process. The other one is due to 

the concentrated force at the small tool-chip contact zone at end of cut, which is at the 

same position as the beginning-of-cut. The average stress on the rake surface is high at 

the end of cut than at the beginning-of-cut due to the increasing temperature in the cutting 

cycle. 
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Figure 5.6(a) and (b) show the cyclic load at the two stress peaks location on the 

rake in Figure 5.5. At both points, there is a stress peak near the beginning-of-cycle and 

another peak at the end-of-cut cycle. In Figure 5.6(a), the stress is high at the beginning-

of-cut because that point is already in the tool-chip contact zone and experience the high 

mechanical stress due to the forces. The chip load is increasing at the beginning-of-cut 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 5.5  Stress distribution of sharp tool when at (a) the beginning-of-cut cycle  

(b) the end-of-cut cycle 
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cycle, thus the tool-chip contact area where the forces applied increases so the stress 

decreases.  In the end-of-cut, the chip load decreases so the stress increases. At the same 

time, the increasing cutting temperature results in thermal stress and contributes to large 

total stress. Similar trend is observed in Figure 5.6(b), at the point which is 0.02 mm from 

the tool tip. The only difference is that this point experiences mechanical loads later than 

the point in (a) so the first peak comes after it is inside the tool-chip contact area. 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 5.6  Cyclic stress of sharp tool at (a) 0.01 mm (b) 0.2 mm from the ECT tip 
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5.5.2 Stress of Worn Tool with 0.3 mm Flank Wear 

When there is flank wear on the ECT, the flank surface is also under the mechanical 

loads and experiences heat flux. Figure 5.7 shows the stress distribution in the ECT with 

flank wear 0.3 mm.  

(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 5.7  Stress distribution of worn tool when at (a) the beginning-of-cut cycle  

(b) the end-of-cut cycle 
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At the beginning-of-cut, as shown in Figure 5.7(a), one local maximum stress 

locates on the rake surface and another one locates on the flank surface. The local 

maximum locates closer to the tool tip than under the same condition in the sharp tool in 

Figure 5.5(a). This is because the extra loading on the flank surface makes the stress 

more concentrated near the tool tip. Similarly, the local maximum on the rake surface 

locates slightly closer to the tool tip after cut, as shown in Figure 5.7(b). The location of 

the local maximum on the flank surface does not change in the cutting cycle because the 

tool flank wear is assumed to be constant due to the short cutting time in a cycle.  

Figure 5.8 shows the cyclic stress in the worn tool at the location of local 

maximums on both rake and flank surfaces. Figure 5.8(a) is the stress cycle at 0.02 mm 

from the ECT tip on the rake surface. The stress cycle is similar to the points on the rake 

surface in a sharp tool; there is a stress peak at the beginning of cut, and the stress 

decreases at the first half of cutting cycle and then increases to another stress peak at end-

of-cut.  Figure 5.8(b) shows the stress cycle at 0.01 mm from the ECT tip on the flank 

surface. The peak stress appears when the ECT starts to cut. During the cutting cycle, the 

stress slightly changes due to the loads on the flank surface. The stress on the flank 

surface is more steady than the stress on the rake surface because the mechanical and 

thermal loads on the flank surface are constant during the cutting cycle.  
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Finally, from Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.7, it is clearly seen that the maximum stress in 

the ECT always locates on the rake surface, regardless of the appearance of flank wear. 

By comparing Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 with Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8, the calculated 

maximum stress is larger in the worn ECT. This is reasonable due to the extra loading 

and heat flux on the tool-workpiece contact surface. 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 5.8  Cyclic stress of worn tool (a) on the rake surface 0.017 mm from the ECT 

tip (b) on the flank surface 0.1 mm from the ECT tip 
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From all the modeling results, the maximum stresses under different level of tool 

wear in the cutting cycle all locate at different position in the tool. For the worst scenario, 

the maximum stress in the ECT is used in the brittle fracture analysis in order to examine 

any stress concentration points along the ball-end mill flutes. 

5.6 Modified-Mohr Criteria 

A criterion for evaluating the stress level is proposed in this session. The tool 

material used in this study is tungsten carbides, which is one brittle material. Brittle 

material is sensitive to tensile stress, and is easily to fail under excessive tension. 

Therefore, the modified Mohr criteria, one commonly used fracture analysis method for 

brittle material, has been used for examining the maximum stress of every ECT in the 

cycle. 

The principal stresses on the ECT are arranged in order and let  

A max , (5.21) 

B min . (5.22) 

The diagram of the brittle fracture criteria is shown in Figure 5.9.  
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utS  is the ultimate tensile strength, and ucS is the ultimate compression strength, 

which is negative. The safety zone is closed in by the linear boundaries formed by the 

ultimate tensile and compression strength. Therefore, if the maximum and minimum 

stresses combination falls in the boundaries, the ECT is within reasonable stress load 

without the possibility of material fracture. WC-Co strength is sensitive to high 

temperature. Therefore in this study, temperature dependent ultimate tensile and 

compression strength of WC-Co material were collected from Acchar et al.’s work 

(1999). The ultimate tensile strength was measured in three point-bending in air at 6 

different temperatures between room temperature and 1000°C. Linearly interpolation was 

used to calculate the material strength in between. The compression strength was 

assumed to be degraded as the same ratio as the tensile strength with the elevated 

temperature.  

 
Figure 5.9 Modified Mohr criteria 
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From equation (5.20) and (5.21), the situation in quadrant two will never occur. The 

criterion is discussed separately for the first, third and fourth quadrant, as shown in Table 

5.1. The criteria have been rewritten to a " ratio," as shown in the last column in Table 

5.1. Whenever the ratio is larger than 1, the stress level of that ECT is out of the safety 

region and has high possibility to fail.  

5.7 Brittle Fracture Analysis along the Ball-end Mill 

A ball-end mill design which was observed to have tool chipping at certain location 

on the long flutes have been analyzed. The principal stresses of each ECT on the flutes in 

one tool revolution are calculated and the ratio is plotted in Figure 5.10. It is clearly seen 

that between 0.5 and 0.7 mm height on the flute, there is excessive ratio which indicates 

high possibility of tool failure. 

Table 5.1: Modified Mohr Criteria 

Quadrant 
Principle 

Stresses 
Criteria Ratio 

1 0A , 0B  utA S , utB S  
ut
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A photo of the failed tool is shown in Figure 5.11. The tool chipped on the long 

flutes between the ball-end mill tip and at the height where short flutes start engage in 

cutting (0.66 mm height from tip). The chipping area is between 0.4 mm to 0.6 mm 

height from the tool tip and coincides with the identified tool failure location on the ball-

end mill in Figure 5.10.  

 
Figure 5.10 The ratio along the flutes in a badly-designed ball-end mill 

 
Figure 5.11 Observation of tool failure on the badly-designed tool 
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From the brittle fracture analysis and the failed tool observation, it is shown that the 

developed model has the ability to identify the possible failed region on the ball-end mill 

flute. Therefore, it can be used to examine the CAD model of the new designed tool for 

evaluating the stress level before a badly-designed tool such as the one in Figure 5.11 is 

made and tested.  

5.8 Conclusions 

An analytical model for analyzing the stress of the milling tool is introduced. A new 

concept is proposed to consider the wedge-shaped ECT as an interaction of two half-

plane surfaces and solve the real loads by boundary element method. The boundary load 

also includes the thermal stress so the thermal and mechanical stresses are not 

independently considered in the model. The modeling results show that the model is able 

to estimate the stress distribution inside the tool, the cyclic stress changing during the half 

cutting cycle and the stress with different tool wear.  

Modified-Mohr criteria have been introduced for evaluating the stress level in the 

tool. The ratio distribution along a badly-design tool is analyzed and compared with the 

observation of the failed tool. It is shown that the model has the ability to identify the 

high risk chipping region on the ball-end mill and can be used to analyze the stress of the 

new designed CAD model before manufacturing and testing.  
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Conclusions 

Titanium milling is considered a critical machining process in high-end technology. 

The high strength, light weight and good mechanical resistance of titanium alloys make 

them precious materials in both aerospace and bio-technology. Milling process is also 

non-replaceable because it has the ability to machine any kind of shapes. The traditional 

method for analyzing the milling process and designing the milling tool is time-

consuming and costly experiments. In this study, several models address the important 

parameters in the titanium milling processes are developed and validated. These models 

are expected to replace the experimental approach and provide some insight for 

improving titanium milling technology. 

The study of cutting force modeling is the first important step in the evaluation of 

the tool performance. Based on the literature review, the existed models were limited 

because they were only feasible when the cutter geometry was defined by certain 

parameters. Therefore, a mechanistic model with the capability to analyze arbitrary ball-

end mill geometry is proposed. The cutter geometry data is directly extracted from the 

CAD model, including the point coordinates and the vectors normal to both rake and 

flank surfaces. A novel uncut chip calculation method is proposed in the study to replace 
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the existing sinusoidal function approximation of chip load calculation method. With 

both improvements, the cutting force model is able to predict the force for more tool 

geometry variation and for new tool designs in the future. The model also considers if 

there is appearance of flank wear. The cyclic forces of worn tool from modeling and 

experimental results match very well. Most important of all, this study provides basis 

knowledge for the further tool performance analysis in the following chapters. 

The estimation of temperature is able to model the transient temperature in milling 

process with considering both the cooling and flank wear effects. The model uses the heat 

generation from the forces predicted by the model. The generated heat is varying during 

the milling process. The changing tool-chip contact length, which is also the heat input 

length, is considered by determining whether the elements on the rake surface are within 

the contact length or not. Moreover, whenever the elements are not contact with chip, 

they are exposed to the coolant and the heat convection is included in the temperature 

modeling process. The extra heat generated due to the friction between the flank wear 

and workpiece is modeled in the study, too. Finally, the tool-copper thermocouple 

method has been applied for the measuring of cutting temperature in the milling process. 

The method has been redesigned by changing the position of embedded copper foil, and 

is able to measure temperature of different ECT on the tool and obtain convincing results. 

The tool wear study introduces an integrated model which combines several 

literature models for tool wear progression estimation from a sharp tool. The iteration 

between the cutting forces and the tool wear solves the limitation that in literature people 

needed to know one or the other to complete the model. From the proposed method, the 

only calibration experiment needs to be done is for the force coefficients in the force 
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model. Thus with the same materials, new tool design can be used in the model and the 

tool wear progression under different cutting conditions can be estimated and evaluated. 

Moreover, with assumed flank wear criterion, the tool life of the new design tool is able 

to be predicted. A series of validation experiments have been conducted to compare the 

modeling and experimental tool lives. Most cutting conditions show convincing results 

except for one particular condition that tool run-out has been observed to cause the 

discrepancy. 

The last study is the thermo-mechanical stress analysis of the tool. This study 

proposed an analytical method which considers the wedge-shaped tool tip as two 

interacting half-plane spaces, and includes the forces on both rake and flank surfaces as 

the prescribed loads. The prescribed loads are resulted from the real load, the resultant 

stress from the other surface and the thermal stress. Boundary element method is used to 

solve the loading situation and find the real loads on both surfaces. Thus the model not 

only includes the stresses from both surfaces but also combines the thermal and 

mechanical stresses. The modeling results have been shown and discussed. Finally, brittle 

fracture analysis with modified-Mohr criteria is used to analyze the stress distribution 

along the ball-end mill flute. The high risk region of tool failure is identified from the 

analysis and tool chipping at the same region has been observed on the tested tool. 

Each of the study in this research is an individual model for analyzing the titanium 

milling process. They are also closely related with each other and a lot of information is 

shared between each other. The mechanistic force model and the temperature model both 

consider the flank wear effects so they can be applied for the tool wear estimation and 

stress analysis. Two different kinds of tool failure modes of titanium milling process have 
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been covered in this study. The tool can be evaluated under the wear criterion and the 

stress criteria to examine the tool performance from the CAD design. With the use of the 

developed models, the new designed tools can be evaluated by the models instead of the 

manufacturing process and the trial-and-error tests. Also, the cutting condition is another 

input which can be varied and better cutting efficiency can obtained. In summary, each 

chapter of this research has individual contributions. At the same time, the whole study 

provides a complete view for evaluating the tool performance in the milling of titanium 

alloys. 

6.2 Recommendations for Future Study 

The analysis in this study already covered different aspects when analyzing the tool 

performance. However, there are still some further researches needed to make the whole 

analysis more completed. One of the direction is to include more practical issue such as 

tool run-out, deflection, chatter and other machining stability problems. In this study all 

the models are assumed to be under ideal cutting process. Although ideally we would like 

to eliminate all these problems and make the cutting process stable, it is not possible in 

real world.  

The stress calculation provides a modeling technique to analyze the stress 

distribution on the ball-end mill. However, it will be more convincing if the stress can be 

validated by experiments. Moreover, there are a lot of variation and information that can 

be dig out and utilized for further tool performance analysis. One possible direction is to 

use the stress to investigate the crack growth process. Except for excessive stress, the 

growing of micro cracks inside of the material will lead to tool chipping, too. From the 
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crack growing progression, the tool failure time can be estimated and provided another 

point of view for tool life modeling.  

Another future direction is to include the edge preparation, such as the edge radius 

and honed edge, into the models. Before this study started, there was lack of technique to 

properly control and measure the cutting edge on the ball-end mill. Thus we assumed the 

edge to be sharp in the models. However, the edge preparation may result in larger utting 

force and temperature; at the same time, it may provide higher strength at the tool tip and 

avoid tool chipping. Thus, edge preparation will affects tool life significantly and the 

models would be more accurate and complete with considering the edge preparation. 

In the experiments, chip evacuation sometimes may cause problems. They were not 

the dominant tool failure modes but they influenced the cutter performance. Chip welding 

on the rake surface and chip clogging inside of the flute area will increase the cutting 

force, cutting temperature and degrade the cutter. Moreover, the welding chip might 

change the rake angle and result in different cutter geometries in the models. Thus, proper 

modeling technique for chip flows and chip temperature will also contribute to the 

titanium milling process and make the study more complete. 

Another future direction is to use all the developed models for tool geometry 

optimization to obtain maximum tool life. The objective function can be the tool life, and 

with constraint functions including cutting force, temperature and brittle fracture ratio. 

Under different cutting conditions, the optimized geometry will be different. This topic 

will contribute to develop a scientific means of designing new milling tools. 
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